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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
"There's no business lik e  show business, lik e  no business I  know." 1 
Theatre i s a  beguiling business that most people would secretly love 
to work in , a business which is a ll glamour and greasepaint, SRO's 
and encores. Few theatre companies ever reach this point, however, 
and a ll of them experience a rocky road from their formation through 
a survival stage, until they achieve s ta b ility  and success or fo ld.
Montana Repertory Theatre (MRT), in residence at the University 
of Montana and a program of the School o f Fine Arts and the Department 
of Drama,  ̂ has been in existence since 1967. The company is s t i l l  in 
the survival stage as i t  searches for a model which w ill allow i t  to 
stabilize and progress. To this point, different formulas, each with 
several variables as well as several constants, have been attempted.
This paper w ill examine these d ifferent approaches with partic­
ular attention paid to the major variables and the five constants. 
Among the variables are:
1. Faculty support and involvement
2. Student support and involvement
3. Organizational structure
4. The area toured
5. The definition of the word "professional"
1
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But concomitant to the variables are five constants which have 
influenced the history and the development of the company:
1. The chairman of the Department of Drama is the leader of MRT
2. There have been three goals which MRT has believed must be 
fu lf i l le d
3. MRT is a touring company
4. The record of financial support of arts groups in this 
region is poor
5. ' MRT is a part of the University of Montana (UM)
Before proceeding, i t  is important to understand the significance 
of these five constants, because they are what make MRT a unique 
operation. Other theatre companies across the nation might have to 
work with three or four of these factors in different combinations, 
but none work with a ll five .
The Constants
The Chairman
Montana Repertory Theatre has never been led by a guru. Each 
chairman, however, because he was the one responsible for the image 
of the company and its  direction, has had great impact. To the public, 
the University administration, the granting agencies, and other theatre 
practitioners, the chairman—not the dean of the School of Fine Arts, 
nor the managing director, nor the a r tis tic  directoi— has been the one' 
responsible for the company. His support for and belief in the company 
have been important to its  growth. Because of this the three men who 
have been chairman w ill be important in this paper.
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The chairman was primarily responsible for the Department of 
Drama and MRT had to be second p rio rity . Effective leadership required 
either great energy or the capacity to delegate, or preferably, both.
The faculty support and involvement variable became very impor­
tant in this constant. The men and women working with the chairman 
could make his responsibilities easier or more d iff ic u lt , depending 
upon their be lie f in the program, their talents and a b ilit ie s , and 
the ir willingness to donate the additional time and effo rt that an 
MRT would.'require.
The Goals'
The three goals which have remained constant are:
1. The company must consistently present production work of 
the highest quality.
2. the company must be a resource for the Department of Drama's 
training program.
3. The company must be a resource for the state and region.
The goals of the company, while very general, have nevertheless
influenced decisions in terms of budget and s ta ff. They have also 
often posed serious conflicts for the chairman as the goals of MRT 
have conflicted with the needs of the Department of Drama.
These goals became especially important as MRT attempted to
define the word "professional."
Touring
I t  has always been clear that the company must tour to survive.
Missoula does not have a large enough population to support the concept
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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of a company in residence. The goal of being a service to the state
and region has also imposed the need to tour. Nor can Montana alone
support a.touring operation of more than three or four weeks in
length—there are not enough communities that are capable of sponsoring
a company like MRT because of the cost.
I f  the decision is made to tour the region, several factors must
be taken into account. The seven-state region which MRT could serve
covers nearly 19 percent o f the land mass of the f i f t y  states, yet con­
tains only.5 percent of the population. Twenty-three percent of that 
population lives in the ten largest metropolitan areas.
Montana Repertory Theatre has always taken as its  mission that
i t  should v is it  the small- arid medium-sized communities in the region, 
not the larger c ities . B illings, Great Falls, Yakima, and Boise are 
considered medium-sized c itie s . I t  is important that theatre should
be brought to the people who do not have the opportunity to view
quality stage productions, rather than to those who already have 
theatre companies. But these small communities present problems in 
terms of fa c ilit ie s  and in what they are w illing to pay for a 
production.
Because the fa c ilit ie s  in which to present stage plays are 
either non-existent or poorly equipped, the company must travel with 
every piece of equipment i t  might need—from portable wings, to 
lighting equipment, to ladders, to brooms. This spells additional 
expense in terms of in it ia l investment, repair and maintenance, 
additional cargo space to transport i t ,  and additional crew to handle 
i t .
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The communities have no b u ilt-in  base of avid theatre goers ready 
to pay a price for a ticket which accurately reflects the cost of pro­
duction. In New York audiences w ill gladly pay $25.00 and up for a 
ticket. In San Francisco they w ill pay $15.00 or more and know what 
they receive is worth every cent. In Whitefish, Montana, they w ill 
pay $2.50 and grumble about the high price, even i f  they enjoy what 
they see. Thus, underwriting funds for the sponsors or subsidies for 
the companies must be found, because i t  costs more than $2.50 per 
ticket to.pay the costs of mounting a touring production.
Touring has its  own set of additional expenses, brought into 
sharp focus by a company touring the wide open spaces of the Rocky 
Mountains and the Pacific Northwest. One-night stands necessitate a 
bus and truck company; that is , a ll travel is done in motor vehicles. 
Gas and vehicle rentals are expensive. Most large touring companies 
now f ly  their casts between c ities and very few of them do more than 
an occasional one-night stand. Rather, they leave New York for two 
months in Philadelphia, then three weeks in Pittsburg, a month in 
Cleveland, and half a year in Chicago before continuing west. MRT 
runs up expenses for vehicles and gas in a month that a major road 
company would take a year to match.
Touring also becomes more complex when the variables of student 
involvement, faculty involvement, organizational structure, the area 
toured, and the casting of union actors are added.
Poor Financial Support
Public money in the form of state and federal support has never 
been plentiful in this region, with a few exceptions. In Montana the
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State legislature has budgeted money for the staffing of the state arts 
council but has given very l i t t le  for programs.
The federal government, through its  National Endowment for the 
Arts (NEA), distributes its  funds using complex formulas involving the 
state population and the amount of support the state receives from its  
own legislature. Montana and her neighboring states always come out 
near the bottom in receiving NEA grants.
In terms of direct grants to producing organizations, the NEA has 
believed that its  charge was to support the major companies in the 
nation, reckoning that i t  is the responsibility of the states' arts 
councils to assist the smaller companies; but as seen above, this 
calculation was in error in the Rocky Mountain West.
Corporate support is often mentioned as a method of financing the 
arts , since there is less government support than is desirable. But 
corporate support is usually given only when there are headquarters or 
major fa c ilit ie s  in the region. The 1982 Fortune l is t  of the five  
hundred largest companies in America shows only thirteen are head­
quartered in the seven Rocky Mountain and Pacific Northwest states, 
and eleven of these are in Seattle, Portland, Boise, and Denver. This 
compares, for example, to forty-eight headquartered in New England and 
sixty in the South, or nineteen in Pittsburgh and seventy-six in 
New York City. Those firms that are headquartered in the region, or 
others which have large holdings, are chiefly concerned with the devel­
opment of natural resources—mining, agriculture, or timber. All of 
these businesses are subject to boom and bust cycles which make long­
term commitments to the arts d iff ic u lt  for the companies.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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The University of Montana
Montana Repertory Theatre is a part of the University of Montana 
and in many ways its  fortunes are tied directly to the fortunes of the 
university. The fortunes of the university rest primarily in the hands 
of the state legislature, which funds the university system. Histor­
ic a lly , the legislature has tended to pare the budget of one of the 
major state agencies to reduce the fa t i t  feels accumulates in each 
unit after several years. When that agency is close to collapse, i t  
then pumps-money back into the unit. This has happened with the 
university system, the Department of Institutions, the Highway 
Department, and other agencies. When the money begins flowing again, 
i t  is used to repair the damage done by several years of tight budgets 
and often auxiliary programs do not receive adequate funding.
Within, a university, a public service program w ill always be 
funded with whatever funds are le f t  over after academic, planning, and 
physical plant needs are seen to. This is as i t  should be. But the 
result for MRT means the university never has been and never w ill be 
able to become the main financial p illa r  for the company. This affects 
and is affected by a ll five of the major variables.
Background of Drama Productions at 
the University of Montana
From the beginning of the university in 1893 there have always 
been theatre production ac tiv itie s . In 1904 a campus drama club was 
formed comprised of faculty and students. By 1913 the English 
Department offered drama courses, although the approach was from a 
lite ra ry  standpoint rather than production or teacher training.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Beginning that year, there was one faculty member who taught English 
and drama and directed the student drama club, the Montana Masquers 
(see Appendix A). The Masquers produced two or three plays a year and 
a play for summer session as well. There were also occasional tours 
of a play to Montana communities, usually in the western part of the 
state.
The Masquers Club was a student organization but the productions 
involved faculty time and departmental funds. This was the beginning 
of a problem s t i l l  plaguing the Department of Drama; i . e . ,  where should 
funds come .from for the production program? Is production a student 
program and so should be funded by students or is i t  an academic part 
of the department and so should be funded by the university?
Drama courses continued to be added to the English curriculum.
By 1936 there was suffic ient production ac tiv ity  to appoint a director 
of dramatics within the English Department. The focus of the program 
began to change from a program of litera ture  to a teacher training  
program. In referring to the drama emphasis English major, the 1947 
catalog states, "This major is for students who expect to teach Speech 
and Drama as well as English in the high school."3
By 1949 the catalog read "Schedule F [Drama] provides training  
for students who desire to continue study after graduation in drama and 
theatre in any of its  phases and for those who wish to teach . . . ."4 
This indicated another s h ift in emphasis from only preparing teachers 
of drama to preparing graduate students and teachers.
In the fa ll of 1955, the drama program of two faculty was removed 
from the English Department and a Department of Drama and Theatre was
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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formed. LeRoy Hinze was chairman. A Bachelor of Arts degree in drama 
was offered.
Firman H. Brown, Jr. as Chairman 
1956-1966
In 1965 Firman H. Brown, J r .,  joined the faculty and was named 
acting chairman while Hinze was on leave. He became chairman the next 
year following Hinze's resignation. The formation o f MRT is directly  
attributable to the dreams and efforts of this one man. A graduate 
of the UM 4B.A., 1949; M.A., 1953), he was a dynamic leader. He 
worked fervently over the next thirteen years to raise drama from a 
teacher training program to a professional training program.
One of Brown's f ir s t  steps as chairman was to rewrite the catalog 
description for drama. The 1957 catalog read.
Drama study is designed to train  the student in acting, 
directing, design, and the technical phases of dramatic pro­
duction, and to give him experience in these areas; to prepare 
him to teach and direct in the high school th e a t r e .5
This was a clear statement of a new focus in the drama program at
Missoula. While teacher education was s t i l l  a goal, production and
training became the p rio rity . Also, the name of the department became,
simply, the Department of Drama.
Two of Brown's earliest projects to expand the drama program were 
to establish an annual tour and to convince the administration to sup­
port a master's program in drama. Tours began in 1956 and i t  became 
an annual event each spring for the Department of Drama to tour a pro­
duction to several Montana communities. The other project came to 
fru ition  when the Board of Regents granted UM the privilege of awarding 
a Master of Arts in drama in 1959.
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This privilege required an increase in faculty. Richard James 
was added that fa ll (1959) in a position s p lit  between drama and 
speech. In 1960 i t  became a fu ll drama position.
During the early s ix ties . Brown and the rest of the faculty con­
centrated on the growing department and on the spring tour. The 
addition of the M.A. degree attracted graduate students, which heTped 
to improve the quality of the program. This, in turn, brought in more 
undergraduate students. As enrollment increased, more courses could 
be added,.'which in turn attracted more students, both graduate and 
undergraduate.
One result of this increase in students was that there was a 
greater number of talented students. I f  three talented people can be 
found in a dozen majors, then i t  follows five or six w ill be found in 
two dozen and eight to ten w ill emerge from three dozen. The result 
was that the quality of the product, the plays provided to the public, 
was improving each year. And because of the spring tour, theatre 
lovers in the state were aware of the program at Missoula.
The spring tour had also become important as training for 
mastering the complexities of touring. By the mid-sixties Brown and 
James had the details of mounting a tour down to a science. After 
eight years of touring they had the know-how and the equipment to 
tour a fu ll-scale  production.
Another important factor was that the most talented students 
within the drama program were now considering their education as pre­
professional training rather than liberal arts or educational theatre
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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training. The faculty, in response, began to study methods to allow 
students to gain additional training and production work.
A Brief History of Theatre Touring in Montana 
At this point a very b rie f step back into Montana history must 
be taken. In Montana theatre history, the period from 1870 to 1950 
generally followed that of the other western states.
The early years . . . were years of the small independent 
touring companies which reached th e ir destinations by stagecoach 
and steamboat, playing in the te rrito ry 's  small theaters. Pro­
fessionalism and commercialism were associated with the r a i l ­
road era, which for Montana commenced in the early eighteen 
eighties. This was a heady era for theater audiences: there
was ah amazing frequency of new shows 'd irect from New York'; 
there was a succession of the great names in theater; there was 
an impressive advance in the spectacle produced by traveling 
companies. Midway in the period, theater became tightly  organized 
and centrally controlled, with resultant effects of standards 
izatipn and diminished quality. There followed subsequently the 
advent of the motion picture and the gradual decline (and eventual 
death),of the Road.
In Montana, as in most parts of the nation, legitimate 
theater was almost a thing unknown for nearly three decades a fte r  
the Great Depression. There was the rare touring show, but the 
only sustained theater programs were those of t̂ontana State 
University [now UM] and Montana State College [now Montana State 
University]. For its  part, community theater remained a tenuous 
matter, almost always dependent upon a single individual's 
transitory leadership.
One effect of this th irty-year theatrical slumber was the 
near-total undernourishment of a generation of potential audience 
members. The Montanan (as the Coloradan, Nebraskan, e t .a l .)  born 
in the twenties or th irties  or forties could grow to adulthood 
without seeing an ascending stage curtain reveal anything except 
a silver screen. Never was a nostalgic backward glance at the 
'good old days' more ju s tifie d  than for the senior citizen who 
recalled the time when theater was part of his daily l i f e ,  when 
a suitable theater was a community necessity, when one took for 
granted a steady succession of nationally-reputed shows and 
showmen.
By the end of the nineteen f i f t ie s ,  legitimate theater was 
showing new l i f e  in Montana. The form was local, to be sure, 
and in most cases, the new theater was seasonal, and the season 
was summer.6
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The most notable theatres were the Virginia City Players and the
Old Brewery Theatre in Helena, although B illings, Bozeman, and one or
two other towns had summer theatre operations. S t i l l ,  except for an 
occasional touring production from the university, people had to travel 
to the theatre.
The First Steps Towards the Formation of MRT 
As early as the 1965-1966 academic year, Brown began working to 
establish a repertory company under the direction of UN's Department 
of Drama. One of his f ir s t  steps was to secure university approval 
and suppoft: In a memo to President Robert Johns he stated,
I firmly believe that Montana is in need of a resident 
professional company of actors who would (1) provide strong 
professional talent for local University productions, and 
(2) provide a basis for a strong professional touring company 
of performers who would bring professional legitimate theatre 
to the ,people of the s tate .7
Brown's proposal was, s tr ic tly  speaking, to establish a semi-
professional company as shown by his plan for the structure of the
company.
Five resident actors . . . w ill receive fellowships of 
$2,000.00 for the regular academic year. They may carry up to 
a half program (six credit hours) of academic courses leading 
toward the Master of Arts degree.8
In other words, Brown was proposing a graduate student company.
Discussion of "Professional"
Because the term "professional" w ill appear throughout this 
paper, i t  must be discussed. One definition in Webster's New 
Collegiate Dictionary defines "professional" as one "engaged in a
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specified occupation for pay or as a means of livelihood; as a 
professional w riter."
Thus, in the stric test sense, a professional theatre company is 
composed entirely of people making a liv ing practicing theatre. There 
are, however, other definitions. In the case of many grants-giving 
organizations a professional company is one which employs members of 
Actors' Equity Association (Equity),9 regardless of whether the 
technicians, designers, e tc ., are members of unions. These agencies 
view the Use of Equity members as an attempt by the company to ensure 
a level of quality in the productions and a management capable of 
mounting such productions.
In terms of this paper, however, professional company is broadly 
defined as one that is committed to working towards the highest level 
of production through the use of competent theatre craftsmen and 
managers, be they students or working professionals, who are personally 
and professionally mature and dedicated to the theatre. This dedication 
is reflected in one's attitude towards the theatre craft—of being able 
to make some sacrifices to get the show up and of being able to work 
as part of the team in a creative endeavor.
This definition begins to allow a university campus to call 
i ts e lf  home of a professional company, even though the company might 
be composed entirely of faculty and students. In a rea lis tic  sense 
though, only the introduction of Equity actors and guest directors 
would convince the public and granting agencies that a company is 
professional. The public would accept a company of Equity and student 
actors as a professional group because today many college actors are
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at a professional level while they are in school, much as student 
athletes who go immediately into professional sports, or law students 
who intern,and then join a finn as soon as they graduate, or college 
musicians whose ensemble sounds so professional that the untrained 
listener cannot te ll that the group is not made up of professionals.
MRT"has billed i ts e lf  as a professional company, but the make-up 
has been varied. The acting company at one time or another has been 
composed of:
1. 'Faculty, students, and non-union actors (1968, 1969)
2. Non-union actors and graduate students (1974)
3. Union actors, faculty, and students (1970)
4. Union actors and either/or graduate students and under­
graduates (1980-1982)
5. Union actors ( 1978, 1979)
6. Graduate students and undergraduates trying to maintain 
professional standards (1975, 1976)
7. Faculty, graduate students, and undergraduates (1971-1973)
Brown, in his original grant proposal to the state arts council,
made a statement which leads one to believe that he hoped MRT would 
eventually become an Equity company. While stating at that time (1967) 
that i t  was financially impossible to create a permanent Equity company, 
he continues that the Department of Drama would serve as a nucleus for
". . . what some day may be a complete professional acting company in
residence . . . But, in an interview fifteen years la te r, he
fe lt  a professional company in residence at a university should never 
be separate from the training program and should be a mix of Equity
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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actors and students/faculty/staff When in 1977 MRT billed i ts e lf  
as a professional company, the members of the acting company were a ll  
members of Equity, and today, while a majority of the actors continue 
to be Equity, several are students.
In 1973 the faculty gave up the hope that the company would
become an Equity company but implied that i t  would s t i l l  provide pro­
fessional theatre to the region. The 1973 to 1976 companies were
composed entire ly  of students but MRT was s t i l l  being referred to as
a professional group.
Because the definition is imprecise, one can learn what is meant 
only by an examination of the make-up of each year's company. But the 
impression given that f ir s t  year to many people was that MRT would 
strive to have in its  company Equity actors.
Final Steps: Funding
One last ingredient was needed to give the final impetus that 
led to the formation of MRT. This was funding support and i t  came 
from public monies generated by the formation of the NEA (orig inally  
the National Arts Foundation) in 1964. The foundation did two things 
that specifically helped to in itia te  MRT. I t  encouraged states to 
form arts councils and worked "to encourage local arts programs and 
move them to professional levels of excellence."^2
The arts council in Montana started when Governor Tim Babcock 
appointed an interim arts committee in 1965, The chairman was 
Charles Bolen, dean of the School of Fine Arts at UM, and Firman Brown 
was secretary-treasurer. The Montana Arts Council (MAC) o f f ic ia lly  
became a state agency in 1967 and was given its  own s taff. I t  was
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granted $40,000 from the National Endowment for the Arts for arts 
programs. The Montana legislature allocated nothing.
Brown* aware that money would be available, accelerated plans 
for the formation of a touring repertory company.
UM apparently granted the new company $15,000 as a one-year 
donation towards start-up costs as evidence of its  support for the 
concept. At that time projects such as an MRT were much easier to 
start up on campus than they are now. Having informed the adminis­
tration of,hts plans and receiving no refusal. Brown simply announced 
he was forming MRT. The faculty had been kept informed of what his 
plans were but i t  was in no way a faculty decision—i t  was Brown's.
The faculty had the choice of going along with the project or not 
participating. He applied for and received from MAC $12,000 of the ir  
$40,000 grant budget.
I t  was specifically due to Brown's efforts that MRT received so 
large a grant. In the early years of the council, i t  operated much 
like  the legislature. During recesses from debates over funding the 
various proposals, members would re tire  to a room or hallway to be 
lobbied or to trade votes.^3 Brown earnestly believed in the concept 
of a professional touring program and fe lt  that i f  he was given enough 
seed money he could produce a professional company. The result of his 
effective lobbying was generous financial support from MAC.
By combining a ll of these different threads—a touring program 
already in place, a quality product due to the growth of the depart­
ment, the sh ift of the program toward professional training, and the
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rise in public financial support for the arts—i t  was a short step to 
the formation of MRT in the fa ll of 1967 and its  f ir s t  tour in 
March 1968.
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CHAPTER I I  
THE FIRST THREE YEARS 
1967-1968
That"fall of 1967, MRT was established in cooperation with UM, 
the Department of Drama, the Associated Students of the University of 
Montana (ASUM), the Montana Masquers, and MAC. The immediate purpose 
was to organize a group of students and non-students into a functioning 
repertory theatre company designed to present plays in Missoula and on 
tour throughout Montana. Its  long-range goal was to become a resident 
professional company which would provide a tru ly professional theatre 
company for university drama students and the people of Montana and 
surrounding states.
MRT was indeed formed as a semi-professional company relying 
heavily on students and faculty at the university. Brown's original 
proposal envisioned a company of th irty-four. The actual company 
consisted of thirty-two—five faculty, twenty-three students, three 
non-union actors, and one technician funded by grants. The three paid 
actors and one faculty member were the core of the acting company.
None were members of Equity but they were viewed as an earnest of the 
professional company MRT hoped to become.
That f ir s t  year MRT's productions were a part of the Department 
of Drama's 1967-1968 season. Oliver Goldsmith's She Stoops to Conquer
18
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was mounted in October and Bernard Shaw's The Devil's Disciple was 
mounted in December. In February these two plays were presented in 
repertory.with William Shakespeare's Julius Caesar. The company 
toured from March 8 to March 31, playing in nine Montana towns and one 
each in Idaho and Utah. I t  presented twenty-four performances in 
twenty-four days as well as doing workshops—an exhausting schedule, 
as anyone who has toured can attest to.
Although there is l i t t l e  hard evidence now available i t  seems 
that the.company was well received and that the productions were 
a rtis tic a lly  superior to what was usually seen done by touring 
university companies. Reviews were generally favorable and le tters  of 
praise were received by the university administration and the School 
of Fine Arts. Both Brown and James recall that the company was well 
received and that the s ta ff was pleased with the success of the f i r s t  
season. Audiences averaged over three hundred per performance in 
M i s s o u l a ,14 and, i f  the company's program notes can be believed, over
fifteen  thousand people saw MRT that f ir s t  s e a s o n .15
Dean Bolen of the School of Fine Arts voiced the support of the
university in a program note:
That basic purpose [of MRT] is to produce plays of quality 
using regional talent and playing on a touring basis in 
repertory for a ll of Montana and the Northern Rocky Mountain 
states. This is a gamble— for no regional professional theatre 
can exist in the Northern Rocky Mountain states unless i t  
belongs to a ll the people of that region. . . . The dream is 
for a fu ll professional company . . . .16
Funding for the f i r s t  season came from MAC, box office and tour 
fees, and ASUM (see Appendix B).
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There js some question as to how much that f ir s t  season cost to 
produce. Verified expenditures as shown In Appendix B total $24,796.27. 
However, Brbwn's grant proposal to MAC projects a total budget of over 
$46,000.00, Including $19,500.00 for stipends, over $14,000.00 for 
production costs and extra equipment, and $600.00 per day for touring 
costs ($14y400.00 for twenty-four days), and the season could not have 
been done for much less than $42,000.00 or $43,000.00. There are two 
references to funds received by MRT for which no university records 
could be discovered. The f ir s t  Is In Brown's grant proposal In which 
he lis ts  as. Income a $15,000.00 grant from UM.I? The second Is In a 
financial report by the bookkeeper for the Montana Masquers In which 
a $3,000.00 grant from ASUM Is lis ted  as being received by MRT.TB I f  
Indeed this money was received by MRT, then the total budget would be 
In the neighborhood of $42,500.00. Other costs were absorbed by the 
Department of Drama budget and I t  Is Impossible to now determine these 
accurately.19 The result Is , however I t  was financed, the company 
broke even or came very close.
In a review of the season, two decisions were made. F irs t, 
considering the cost of per diem and of making costumes for over sixty 
characters. I t  was decided to reduce the number of plays from three to 
two. The company learned that people w ill not go to three consecutive 
evenings of theatre, no matter how well p e r f o r m e d .20 The number of 
performances of each play was very small, also. This was not very cost 
e ffic ien t considering the costs of scenery and costumes as well as the 
expenses o f the extra truck needed to transport a th ird show. Finally, 
the mounting of three MRT productions In addition to the five annual
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Department of Drama productions and a b i l l  of original plays placed a
heavy strain on the faculty and crews in the scene and costume shops.
•>
I t  was also decided that the repertoire should not be wholly 
classical. In an interview Brown said, "We did three classical plays 
because we thought they would be most widely known among students and 
adults . . however, people expressed interest in seeing more modern
pi ays. "21
Department of Drama-MRT Relationship
Brown was a risk taker but he knew that by attempting a fu lly  
professional company before the financing or support of a powerful 
institution such as the university was available would destroy the 
program before i t  had a chance to succeed. Indeed, without the 
Department of Drama and the university the company could never be 
established. In his grant proposal to the arts council Brown made 
that very clear.
The. Repertory Theatre Company would use the fa c ilit ie s  
of the University of Montana as its  home base for the 
beginning years of its  operation. I t  is financially impos­
sible to create a permanent. Equity company anywhere in 
Montana, at the present time. I t  is therefore proposed that 
the University of Montana Department of Drama use its  
fa c ilit ie s  and personnel (faculty as well as students) as a 
nucleus for the beginnings of what may some day be a complete 
professional company . . .  .22
Two other examples from the same document reveal just how closely 
the new company and the Department of Drama would be tied together:
For the beginning years of operation the Montana Repertory 
Theatre w ill be offered in conjunction with the University of 
Montana Department of Drama and the University of Montana 
Masquers . . . .  The regular s ta ff of the Department o f Drama 
w ill s ta ff the management, design, costume design, and 
directorial aspects of the program.
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Since the Repertory Theatre w ill be part of the University 
of Montana Department of Drama production schedule, a consid­
erable portion of the costs of costumes, sets, lighting, 
royalty-,.promotion, w ill be absorbed by the University 
Department of Drama and the Montana M a s q u e r s .23
I t  is important to examine the relationship between MRT and the 
Department of Drama, because MRT could not survive without Drama and 
Drama, in turn, is dependent upon MRT to continue its  growth.
I t  is fa ir ly  obvious what the benefits accruing to MRT were in 
its  association with the Department of Drama. At no direct cost i t  
received the use of fa c il it ie s , including the University Theatre for 
performances; Venture Center, Room 107 for rehearsals; and the scene 
shop, costume shop, and sound studio for production needs. I t  also 
drew on the expertise and a b ilitie s  of the drama faculty as directors, 
designers, and managers. Its  productions were b u ilt by students in the 
drama program, many of whom were paid student assistants. The clerical 
s ta ff of the department was available as needed. The Department of 
Drama absorbed such costs as phone and postage and some of the travel 
expenses. In addition, because the administration viewed MRT as a 
part of the drama program, i t  used the various campus departments— 
such as purchasing, the controller's o ffice , and personnel—at no cost. 
Finally, there was a ll of the equipment available for building the 
shows and then for touring them that cost MRT nothing to use.
But MRT did provide some benefits in return. A technical direc­
tor for the entire academic year was hired with MRT grant money and 
this position was la ter converted into a permanent drama s ta ff position. 
Without MRT this would s t i l l  have happened, but i t  would have come 
much la te r. Some additional equipment was purchased for touring.
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especially lighting and sound equipment. But, ch iefly, the academic 
program prospered because of MRT. Students were attracted to the 
program arid this would lead eventually to an increase in faculty. 
Students interested in professional training were given the oppor­
tunity to concentrate their energies for a quarter only on production. 
The money fo r sets and costumes was greater for MRT productions, 
giving actors better sets to work on, better costumes to work in , and 
giving the technical theatre students an opportunity to work with 
adequate materials and to build touring productions. I t  also allowed 
the actors an opportunity to learn two roles at one time and to play 
them in repertory. The future of both MRT and the Department of Drama 
looked bright.
1968-1969
The Summer Season
Following the success of the f i r s t  season. Brown decided to have 
an MRT summer season. I t  was to be held in the University Theatre and, 
to give audiences something d ifferen t, i t  was decided that the theatre 
would be converted into a thrust stage for the summer. Under James's 
direction, ten rows of seats were removed and the stage bu ilt out into 
the house. The core of the company was again Department of Drama 
faculty, four of whom were on summer contracts, and MRT's technical 
director, also under contract for the summer. The rest of the company 
was composed of students, who received stipends for their work.
The summer season was an ambitious repertory season of five  
plays: Neil Simon's The Odd Couple, Murray Schisgal's Luv,
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Meredith Willson and Richard Morris' The Unsinkable Molly Brown,
Edward A1bee's A Delicate Balance, and Aristophanes' Lysistrata»
Funding for the project was extremely limited. The summer pro­
gram money in the Department of Drama budget paid the faculty salaries 
and $1,600 in student stipends, mostly in the form of student work- 
study funds. In addition, the box office and some other sources 
of income were put into the Masquer summer theatre account. The other 
sources of income included program advertising and concessions, but 
neither amounted to much. A rough estimate of funding is that the 
season cost nearly $22,300 and ended approximately $900 in the red. 
Again, i t  is d if f ic u lt  to determine exact figures because some expenses 
were absorbed by Department of Drama accounts.
The,season ran for f ifty -e ig h t performances. According to James,
a ll involved were physically and a rtis tic a lly  exhausted.24 That,
combined with the low attendance and no signals that either grant money 
or additional university funding would be available, prompted the 
decision to eliminate an MRT summer season (see Appendix C).
But, what is more important was the philosophy behind the suiwner 
project. According to James i t  was simply a " tr ia l balloon." However, 
there appeared to be more to i t  than that. A program note stated that 
the summer season was an important goal of MRT, a year-round performing 
company. "During the season i t  can offer the world of legitimate 
theatre to an audience of nationwide diversity as a summer tourist 
population from 50 states moves through Missoula."25
Brown confirmed that he was hoping that MRT would become the 
linchpin of a summer arts festival that would make Missoula (or possibly
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Bigfork) into another Ashland or Banff or Tanglewood or Aspen. He 
believed that the kind of a r tis tic  activ ities  that propelled these 
small communities into national and even international acclaim was 
possible in western Montana.26 That he could not achieve this was 
Brown's biggest disappointment when he le f t  Montana.27
The Winter Season
The second season was composed of two productions—one modern, 
Arthur M iller's  Death of a Salesman, and one period, Oscar Wilde's 
The Importance of Being Earnest. The size of the company was reduced 
to twenty-four—five faculty, one s ta ff member, and eighteen students. 
They toured from March 8 through April 2, giving twenty-two per­
formances in twenty-six days. During that time they visited ten 
Montana, two Utah, and two Idaho communities.
Again, hard evidence is slim, but reviews and newspaper articles  
give the impression that the company was well received wherever i t  
appeared. Faculty and student enthusiasm remained high. As in 1968 
the entire faculty toured with the company. This again necessitated 
the cancellation of a ll drama classes.
One significant event that plays a large part in the future of 
MRT was a guest the company had on tour for a week. The v is ito r was 
Leonard Randolph, director of state programs for NEA. He had visited  
Montana on a vacation and enjoyed the state and its  people immensely.
He was also intrigued by the idea of a professional company in resi­
dence at a state university which toured. As a result, when i t  came 
time to review MRT for NEA, he elected to conduct the review himself 
and to tour with the company for a week. NEA was reviewing the company
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because i t  had received, through MAC, a special grant. Randolph's 
report contained great praise for the company, its  mission, and 
a rtis tic  merit. I t  is interesting to note that he puts his finger on 
the two points that made MRT a success its  f ir s t  two seasons. The 
f ir s t  is the dynamic quality of Brown himself. Says Randolph,
Surely he [Brown] is doing an extraordinarily good job with 
this company; I believe that the majority of them [the company] 
know that, respect him greatly and share, to a limited degree 
at least, his personal vision of a company serving as many of 
the communities as i t  physically can in a tough area to c o v e r . 28
The second reason for the success was the s p ir it  of dedication 
and selflessness that the company displayed. Randolph reported.
And i t  is this s p ir it—this a b ility  to get along well 
together under trying circumstances, to share responsibilities, 
to do menial tasks as well as 'parts ,' to learn how to take 
direction in many ways rather than just onstaoe—that sets 
the Montana Rep apart from many such g r o u p s .29
He ended his report with a plea that needs reproducing in its  
entirety:
Doing these things, i f  the company wants to do them, w ill 
take time, great e ffo rt, and funding. Certainly the vision 
and the desire exists at both the top level and within the 
company its e lf .  I hope, personally, that this vision can be 
matched by that of others—the University, the private sector 
of the economy in the region, the Montana Arts Council and 
our own agency.
The history of the arts in America is like  an index of 
missed opportunities. I f  we fa il in this opportunity to 
encourage a fine company and establish a sound, stable theatre 
serving dozens of re lative ly remote communities in the largest 
land area of our Nation, our whole society—not just Montana 
or Idaho or Wyoming or Utah—w ill be the poorer for i t . 30
Following the end of the season, another review of the company 
took place. One of the major concerns of Brown was that the entire  
efforts of the department went into mounting MRT productions. Classes
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were canceled, grades were affected, and the entire faculty toured. 
This began to interfere with the faculty's main purpose—instruction 
at UM.
But for MRT an even greater blow was leveled. Brown decided to 
leave the state. Personally and professionally i t  was time for him to 
move on. He had attended the university as an undergraduate and a 
graduate and then returned to teach and chair the Department of Drama 
for thirteen years.
Thosè-thirteen years had been very rewarding and he had accom­
plished a great deal. But as shown from his le tte r of resignation. 
Brown was a man who was becoming tired  of the constant battles for 
support to see projects reach fru itio n . With MRT, he realized i t  
would not become the center of a summer arts program and that even 
"Any great leap forward in terms of permanent establishment of the 
Montana Repertory Theatre Company [could not] come about for some 
tim e."31 Thus, after weighing the balance of more years of struggle 
at Missoula against a very attractive offer from an eastern college, 
he opted to leave UM. MRT, however, was firmly established as an 
a rtis tic  success with university and state support and growing 
regional respect and support.
1969-1970
Succeeding him as acting chairman and thus head of MRT was his 
long-time partner, Richard James. At the time Brown le f t  Missoula he 
had only applied for a leave of absence and many of the decisions for 
1969-1970 had already been made.
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Within the department one new, important step had been taken 
under Brown's administration. The Department of Drama had applied for 
and received, permission to award both a Bachelor of Fine Arts and a 
Master of Fine Arts degree. This firmly established the program as 
a professional training program.
With high hopes the company entered the 1970 season. A new 
source of funding was a special grant awarded the company by NEA.
This was given chiefly on the basis of Randolph's report of the year 
before. It' enabled the company to bring in its  f ir s t  two working 
professionals, actress Marian Walters and director Michael Ferrall. 
Ferrai1 joined the faculty as a v is iting lecturer. The two shows 
selected for production were Tennessee Williams' The Glass Menagerie 
and the musical revue Oh What a Lovely War. The company toured for 
twenty-nine days, playing towns in Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana. 
Reviews and audience responses were fu ll of praise for the company. 
Audiences were up in size and the size of the budget increased 
significantly—from $27,000 to $37,000. I t  was once again a large 
company, totaling twenty-eight—five faculty, Ferra ll, Walters, one 
s ta ff member, and twenty students, including three interns whose s t i­
pends and other expenses were paid for by the Federation of Rocky 
Mountain States. The federation was begun in 1965 and comprised the 
states of Montana, Idaho, Wyoming, Utah, Nevada, Colorado, Arizona, 
and New Mexico. Its  aims were to aid in the management of economic 
and cultural progress in the region and to be sure that regional 
development would be in accordance with improving the social, economic, 
and cultural well-being of the people of the area.
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Following the end of the tour i t  appeared as i f  the company was 
headed for easier times. Several reviews and interviews mention that 
MRT was now beginning to be perceived as a regional company and was 
well worth any federal, regional, and state funding i t  might receive.
In addition, the Department of Drama was continuing to grow. A new 
faculty position was added as were two part-time s ta ff positions.
James became the permanent chairman following Brown's decision not 
to return to Missoula.
Review o f 1967-1970 
Because Brown had been primarily responsible for planning the
1969-1970 year and James carried out those plans without major 
revisions, i t  is possible to consider the years from 1967 to 1970 as 
the years in which Brown directed MRT.
While prospects were looking good there were hints that problems 
were beginning and would need to be dealt with firm ly and immediately 
i f  they were to be controlled. The variables were more important to 
MRT during these years than the constants and most of the variables 
were favorable.
Faculty Support and Involvement
Faculty support was excellent, though the support was more for 
Brown than MRT. The faculty was immensely valuable in getting MRT o ff  
the ground; Alan Cook and Roger DeBourg were both young and enthusiastic 
and were able to put much energy into MRT. James was a perfect fo il for 
Brown, a rea lis t who tempered Brown's ideas with pragmatism. Because
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they a ll toured the f ir s t  two years, technical, a r tis tic , morale, and 
disciplinary problems were minimal.
The facility touring and then returning exhausted was the kernel 
of a growing problem—fa llin g  student support. This was an important 
variable, because without student support MRT could not exist. Student 
complaints tô the administration that the faculty’s involvement with 
MRT was damaging their education would be the one sure way to have the 
company shut down. And the students' complaint was legitimate.
While in' Missoula the faculty's energy was put into mounting the 
productions; during this time some classes had to be canceled. While 
the faculty was on tour a ll classes were canceled. The tour was 
usually during final week, spring break, and the f ir s t  week of the new 
quarter, but i t  was sometimes longer. When the faculty returned from 
tour they had no opportunity to recover; they had to immediately begin 
teaching and preparing the next departmental production. Their energy 
suffered.
Student Support and Involvement
Students who toured were affected academically. They would skip 
classes to work on the productions and would miss finals which would 
have to be made up after tour. When they returned they would fin ish  
the work le f t  from winter quarter but would then be behind in spring 
quarter. Too many students were beginning to accumulate D's, F's, and 
Incomplètes because of MRT.
Another problem with the student members of the touring company 
was the grumbling over having to perform "menial" tasks while they 
were on tour. The earliest company members had been expected and were
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w illing  to do the extra work. When the faculty stopped touring, 
however, this s p ir it of willingness seemed to decline. In addition, 
as students/began receiving stipends, they began to "create" job 
descriptions and complained i f  an assigned task fe ll outside the "job 
description."
One other student problem must be mentioned. There was a growing 
feeling that MRT reserved slots for certain students who had been at 
the university and "put in th e ir time." Touring with MRT was a reward 
for their Tabors. While no one questioned that these people might be 
hard workers, there was an increasing perception that not everyone in 
the company had made i t  on talent and a b ility  alone nor were the best 
interests of the company put f i r s t .  In a competitive environment like  
the theatre this perception could be disastrous.
Finally, a word must be said about cycles which drama departments 
go through. These come regularly and in a small- or medium-sized 
department they can be troublesome to a production program. Every few 
years, for one reason or another, there w ill be a shortage of talented 
people. When this happens the overall production suffers, as sup­
porting roles are f i l le d  by weaker actors. Often this cycle appears 
as a host of seniors who have had major roles for two or three years 
a ll graduate together. The underclassmen who have had l i t t l e  or no 
experience in major roles are not quite ready for that responsibility. 
While 1971 was not one of the o ff years in the cycle i t  was f il le d  
with many people who had been with MRT for two or three years and 
would not be returning after that tour.
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Organizational Structure
A third variable, organizational structure, had not become a 
major concerh yet. Since the chairman made a ll the decisions for both 
MRT and the department, and since both were small i t  was an easy task. 
This is especially true of Brown who had great energy and vigor and 
who had b u ilt both. MRT, particu larly , was his dream and his child; 
yet when he saw that i t  would take another ten to fifteen  years to 
stab ilize the company, that figured in his decision to leave.
The 19/0 season had been set up by Brown and there was s t i l l  a 
possibility that he might return. The faculty carried out the program 
that year as planned, but the real test of the company's v ia b ility  and 
the faculty's commitment would come the next year when they had to 
produce the MRT season on the ir own.
Touring Area
The fourth variable was a positive factor for the company. I t  
was touring a large region— Idaho, Utah, Wyoming, and Montana—and 
its  reputation was growing.
MRT and Professionalism
MRT was going in a definite direction as i t  moved toward a 
workable model of a professional company. I t  would be made up of a 
mixture of students and faculty with guest artis ts  brought to Missoula. 
But to continue towards this model, the company would have to find 
additional funds. There were no more requests to NEA, however, nor 
was the university asked to increase its  support after a very suc­
cessful 1970 season.
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The constants were always there but during the early period they 
played a less important role than the variables, with one exception.
That exception was the chairman as the head of MRT. With Brown as the 
head there was no question that MRT would have continued to grow and 
that i t  would have been headed firm ly in some direction. But would
James be aSJcommitted to MRT? There were two factors to consider.
MRT had been Brown's company from the start; James had loyally and 
vigorously supported the idea, but his true loyalty was to Brown.
With Brown gbhe i t  appeared his loyalty would be given to the Department 
of Drama f ir s t  and foremost.
The second factor was the growth of the department. Signs had
been appearing for a number of years that the enrollment was going to
expand rapidly in the 1970's, due p artia lly  to MRT. This would mean 
not only indreased students and faculty, but increases with adminis­
tra tive  problems, such as attempting to obtain adequate financing 
for the department's academic and production programs. These were 
problems that Brown did not have to face. To succeed would require a 
great deal of energy i f  i t  were to continue to grow.
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THE NEXT SIX YEARS
1970-1971
In 1971 the company presented Anton Chekhov's The Three Sisters 
and two one-act plays by Peter Shaffer, The Private Ear and Black 
Comedy. The two Shaffer plays were the f ir s t  attempt by MRT to present 
productions which were in any way avant-garde or non-traditional.
Though hard evidence is scant, i t  appears that neither play was as 
well received as earlier productions had been. Missoula audiences 
were smaller and the reviews were not as enthusiastic. The company 
toured only seventeen days and presented fifteen perfomances in nine 
Montana and two Wyoming towns.
The decision to tour two plays like  Shaffer's was based on the 
philosophy that MRT had a duty to expand the genre of plays in the 
repertoire and thus expose audiences to other forms of drama besides 
the classics, musicals, and American standards. I t  was believed that 
after three years the company had a solid enough reputation that 
audiences would come to see the plays just because they were produced 
by MRT. This apparently was not the case.
Problems continued to slowly rise to the surface. One which 
should have caused concern was that the tour was becoming less of a 
regional tour and to ta lly  a Montana-Wyoming tour. Without the continued
34
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retention of past sponsors and the addition of new sponsors in other 
states, one poor production or some similar misfortune might confine 
MRT to the‘borders of Montana. People needed to see productions 
for MRT's reputation to remain steady and thus a salable product. The 
epigram "out of sight, out of mind" is applicable to a touring theatre 
company.
For the f ir s t  time money was publicly noted as a major problem. 
In an a rtic le  in the Montana Kaimin James said, "The financial problem 
is an overriding one and i t 's  a season by season th ing ."32 Before, 
money had always been tight and, of course, a concern, but never had 
there been a hint that because of financial problems MRT might fold.
Another financial problem arose when James failed to submit a 
final financial report to the NEA for the grant received in 1970. The 
original grant proposal had been submitted by Brown before he le f t  the 
university, but James was in charge of MRT at the completion of the 
project. By that time he knew Brown would not be returning, and the 
responsibilities for terminating the project were his. Although he 
did f i l e  a narrative report, he did not f i le  the financial report.
NEA made several requests for the financial report, to no avail.
James fe lt  that NEA was not serious about requiring the report and 
that i f  he delayed long enough i t  would just be forgotten.
I t  was also becoming clear that James did not have the same 
commitment to MRT as had his predecessor. His focus turned in toward 
the Department of Drama and made MRT an extra-departmental commitment. 
Enough was done to keep i t  producing but i t  was not given the emphasis 
i t  had received earlie r.
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The focus was how on curriculum development and departmental 
growth. The dance division was added in the fa ll of 1972 and i t  
brought new faculty and students to the Department of Drama. Increases 
in drama faculty meant curricular revision as more courses were added 
and the nature of the training became more specialized. The increased 
numbers meant that the production schedule also increased and this 
area received much of James's attention.
1971-1972
The 1972 season saw two sure-fire hits selected, but they were 
two very different shows in terms of size of cast and in technical 
needs. William Shakespeare's Hamlet and the musical You're a Good Man 
Charlie Brown were toured to thirteen Montana and three Wyoming towns 
during a tour of twenty-three days and twenty-three performances.
(MRT planned to tour to Idaho, but there is no evidence that i t  did 
so.) The company consisted of the six faculty (one toured) and two 
s ta ff members of the Department of Drama and twenty-six drama and two 
music students. Two of the students were recipients of Federation of 
Rocky Mountain States' apprenticeships.
Both plays were well received but the conclusion of the season 
brought major problems. The f ir s t  was an NEA ruling that no federal 
monies could be given to MRT because of the fa ilure to f i le  the final 
financial report for the 1969 grant. This meant that the company could 
receive no funds from either MAC or the Federation of Rocky Mountain 
States, both of which received a ll program funds from NEA.
A second problem was James's administrative energy and stamina. 
According to several people who worked with him during these years, he
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was slowly becoming immobilized by the amount of work. Seeing the size 
of a problem he would find i t  easier to put i t  o ff than begin working 
on i t .  This would make the problem become even larger. An example of 
this is the NEA report. Both the MAC executive director, Mr. David 
Nelson, and the dean of the School of Fine Arts, Robert Kiley, received 
several notices to the effect that i f  MRT did not f i le  the needed 
report, federal funds would be denied. Both men urged James to do the 
report and offered to assist i f  he wished. However, James refused to 
do so. He apparently believed 1) that there was some motive other 
than the legal one behind the NEA d e m a n d s ,33 or 2) that the NEA was 
not serious in its  w a r n in g s .34
As the pressure grew on James concerning this and other matters, 
i t  began to take its  to ll on the v ita lity  of the Department of Drama. 
Although they were aware of his problems as an administrator, the 
faculty continued to support him when he was reviewed by the dean of 
the School of Fine Arts. While the dean wanted an aggressive chairman 
and a strong leader, such as Brown had been, he could not act in the 
face of unanimous faculty support for their chairman.
1972-1973
Kiley urged the faculty to review MRT and decide what they wanted 
i t  to become. I t  was his hope that the result of this review would be 
a clear, concise document detailing what the Department of Drama 
faculty believed MRT should accomplish and a rea lis tic  plan of how to 
proceed towards fu lf i l l in g  those objectives. Because the loss of funds 
from MAC and the Federation of Rocky Mountain States would prohibit 
touring, i t  seemed an opportune time to reexamine MRT as to its  purpose.
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goals, and organization. Two reports came forth from the review of 
the company. The f irs t  was by Alan Cook, who had been associated with 
MRT since its  founding as a faculty member of the Department of Drama. 
The second was by a faculty/student committee composed of four drama 
faculty, including James and Cook, and one student. The committee 
report seconded almost a ll of Cook's recommendations.
Cook mentioned a problem which had appeared earlier—dedication:
Past experience has shown such dedication to be erratic  
and effemeral [sic]. Too often actors have been dedicated to 
a single role in a single play or to the pleasures of touring 
about the area, or to their University grade point average, or 
to a salary, meager though i t  may have b e e n .35
To solve this problem, as well as the management and financial 
problems, he made several suggestions, some specific, some general.
One specific need was obvious, the need for an administrator whose 
duty would be to manage MRT—"A crucial need in any kind of restruc­
turing of the Rep Company is that the position of the Executive 
Director must be free of any other major duties."36
I t  was clear to everyone that James's primary focus would not be 
MRT. I t  was equally clear that with the rapid growth in the department 
in terms of faculty, students, and the production program i t  would no 
longer be possible for any chairman to devote the time needed for 
day-to-day MRT operations. The student assistants and part-time s ta ff  
which had been used to assist the chairman were not capable either by 
training or by the part-time nature of the job to be of significant 
value.
While the committee suggested that the chairman of the Department 
of Drama no longer be the head of MRT, i t  was not a practical suggestion.
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The position which evolved from this suggestion was that of managing
director. The managing director would be responsible for blocking the
tour, travel arrangements, promotion and publicity, grant writing and
accounting, and a ll other financial aspects.
The position of a rtis tic  director was also created. This post
would be responsible for a ll a r tis tic  decisions, including play
selection, staging concepts, and company membership. Both this
position and the managing director reported to the executive director,
who was chairman of the Department of Drama.
For the dedication needed to make MRT effective. Cook proposed
that a core of actors and technicians be found by restructuring the
department's M.F.A. program. MRT would operate for the fu ll academic
year, not just for two months. In looking for methods to save money
he made four suggestions.
. . . Small cast plays only should be selected. The f ir s t  tour
of the Rep Company took 36 people on the road. Such cumbersome­
ness should be avoided. . . .
. . . Scenery can be minimal. . . . Majestic and impressive 
scenery cannot be toured without great expenses of personnel 
and money.
. . . Lighting equipment likewise should be minimal. . . .
. . . Costumes contrarily might be estravagantly [sic] 
designed.
All of these suggestions would save money. The smaller touring 
company would save on per diem and would allow a van or two to be used 
to transport the company, rather than a twenty-eight or forty passenger 
bus. Only one truck would be needed to transport the productions 
instead of two. Even the costume costs would be decreased because, 
althought they would be more elaborate, there would be fewer actors to 
costume. The year-round operation would eliminate past scheduling
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problems, which saw the company going from Missoula to Havre to Miles 
City to Bozeman to Wolf Point, depending upon the availab ility  of 
performing spaces in those communities during the touring period. 
Instead, shorter tours of a week could be mounted which would v is it  
a cluster of towns, such as Helena-Bozeman-Butte-Dillon or the High 
Line, and then return to Missoula.
One additional cost would be for a managing director of the 
company. However, one of the managing director's primary functions 
would be to seek out other sources of funding and so, presumably, he 
would pay for himself in the future. The other increase in costs 
would be the money needed to pay ten graduate students.
Funding recommendations were of a general nature. Cook urged the 
company to seek federal funding (as soon as the problem of the overdue 
report was cleared up), as well as support from the Federation of 
Rocky Mountain States, and MAC. He urged MRT to seek private sources 
of funding, noting that this had been neglected in the past. The 
report counted on continued funding by the students of the university 
through ASUM.
Cook also fe lt  that the university should contribute more to 
MRT. " It  is unclear to me as to whether the University recognizes the 
quality or the achievements of the MRT. At least i t  seems apparent 
that the University has been remiss in genuinely supporting the R e p ."38
Cook was referring to direct financial support and neglected to 
consider the tremendous in-kind support received by MRT the f ir s t  five  
years. He continued.
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Support for the MRT in the way of creating and maintaining 
the position of an Executive Director would be extremely indi­
cative of the support that the University could o ffer, or the 
firm establishment of fellowships offered to graduate students 
fo r the ir engagement in the Rep would also be indicative. . . .
The quality of the productions and the services that the Rep 
has given the state over the last five years of its  operation 
is due almost entirely to the rather generous volunteerism 
on the part of the faculty, with no financial recompense nor 
even the lessening of their regular school load for doing so.39
One final recommendation was for a strong comitment to the 
workshop program. Up to this point the workshops had always been 
secondary to mounting the public productions. While they had been a 
part of the package offered by MRT since its  f ir s t  year, there had 
never been a systematic approach to them. Preparation, while not 
ignored, was limited as the company struggled to mount the main 
productions. In addition, no one person had ever taken responsibility 
for developing a workshop program. Lip service had been paid to the 
importance of the workshops but practice had proved that they were a 
lower p rio rity  with the company.
The committee report largely seconded Cook's in it ia l recommen­
dations. I t  restated the objectives of the company as listed below:
1. To provide a quality non-Equity touring theater that 
recognizes the unique needs of Montana and the Northern Rocky 
Mountain region, an area v irtu a lly  without professional theater.
2. To provide continuing productions, services, oppor­
tun ities, and workshops so as to become a major theater resource 
for the area.
3. To provide a unique and quality theater training program 
that w ill serve both the members of the company and the needs of 
the schools and communities throughout the r e g i o n . 40
Among the other important recommendations made by the committee
was:
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A Managing Director be appointed from the UM faculty to 
handle a ll management, finances, organization and associated 
scheduling, funding, budgeting, accounting, a ll tour booking 
and arrangements, etc. A new appointment for an existing 
faculty vacancy w ill be made.41
After a review of Cook's suggestion had showed that i t  was not feasible
for the leadership of MRT and the Department of Drama to be s p lit , the
idea for a managing director was considered and accepted.
The entire operational focus of the company was shifted from 
being a large company operated only for a short period of time and 
composed of both graduate and undergraduate students to a small, 
graduate student company, operating throughout the academic year.
The seven steps which were the foundation for the operational 
plan of the company are listed below.
1. The MRT w ill become a September to May operation, but on 
a smaller scale than previously.
2. Normally, more than two productions w ill be mounted. . . .
3. A major concentration w ill be the development of Drama 
Workshops to serve the region. . . .
4. Touring w ill be extended throughout the year. . . .
5. The amount of scenery and lighting used w ill be limited 
for both economic and touring reasons. Emphasis w ill continue 
to be placed on costumes and props, and upon fle x ib ility  of 
setup so that more types of places can be played.
6. The touring company size w ill be reduced from 26-28 to 
approximately 10.
7. Tour transportation should then be able to be reduced 
from three trucks and a highway bus to considerably less 
expensive means.42
Funding statements remained general, vague, and confusing, as 
shown by the following statements.
Permanent Funding
1. To continue to operate, the MRT must have a more permanent 
financial base. As a unique and valuable asset of the state of 
Montana, and as the heart of a unique educational theater program, 
this base must be provided by the state through the University of 
Montana.
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2. UM faculty and s ta ff must continue to be allowed to 
devote significant portions of their time to the MRT. The organi­
zational changes must be approved, including the addition of one 
non-academic position, the Administrative Assistant. The con­
tinuation of a ll existing faculty positions is essential.
3. A fund for stipends for graduate student company members 
not receiving graduate assistantships and for non-student members 
must be established, probably as an Auxiliary Enterprise account. 
Income would be from annual university appropriation, and other 
funding as developed by the MRT Managing Director. An in it ia l  
appropriation of $6,000 would support three non-resident graduate 
student company members. Out-of-state tu ition waivers are also 
requested for non-GTA graduate students.
4. Full support of established Department of Drama 
Temporary and Part Time Help needs is c r it ic a l, as the MRT 
is dependent in-part upon the departmental part-time s ta ff.
5. Production costs must be covered by local box office  
income, reduced emphasis on scenery, and local resources 
developed by the Managing Director.
6. Touring costs w ill be covered by tour guarantees and 
workshop fees, aided by the reduction in company size and lower 
transportation costs. Per diem w ill not be paid to company 
members on fu ll time salaries and only a small amount to those
on graduate assistantships, stipends, or other part-time salaries. 
I t  is hoped that the revitalized touring and workshop program 
w ill create enough income to provide additional per diem in the 
near future.43
I t  is apparent from these statements that the committee's 
enthusiasm outstripped its  competence in fa iling  to rea lis tica lly  
devise a fiscal plan to implement its  proposed program. The questions 
raised by these statements are numerous. Point 1 demands UM provide 
the financial base for the company but i t  gives no hint of a plan to 
secure that base, nor any idea of how large the base should be and 
what i t  should cover. I t  does not supply production costs (point 5), 
part-time student help for building the sets and costumes (point 4) or 
touring costs, including per diem (point 6). I t  apparently would cover 
a s ta ff position (Administrative Assistant) and perhaps three graduate 
student assistantships. That seems to be a very small base, yet since
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no figures are supplied i t  is d iff ic u lt  to determine I f  that was the 
total commitment MRT was seeking from UM.
An even larger question raised by the document was, by setting 
up a graduate company, to ta lly  separate from the rest of the training 
program, would not the goal of MRT being a part of the training program 
be weakened? Or should MRT's usefulness to the training program be 
only for a select few?
1973-1974
This program was partia lly  implemented for the 1973-1974 year. 
Frank Jacobson was hired as the f ir s t  MRT managing director on a 
faculty line. He had received his M.F.A. in management and knew the 
business of theatre. He had worked at several well-known theatre com­
panies and had extensive background in theatre as a director. He was 
a man who enjoyed meeting people and did well out in the state when he 
met people. Rolland Meinholtz was named a rtis tic  director and was the 
strongest supporter of the new plans for MRT.
The company consisted of eleven plus the six faculty and a part- 
time s ta ff person. Eight of the eleven were graduate students and two 
were faculty wives who were selected not only because of their 
ab ilitie s  but because their schedules allowed them to travel at any 
time as well as to be able to devote the time needed to rehearsal. The 
final member of the company was also a non-student, an actress who had 
appeared often with the company in the past and agreed to work with i t  
again for no pay. One of the graduate students received an apprentice­
ship through the Western States Arts Foundation (WESTAF), which had
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been formed as the successor to the Federation of Rocky Mountain States 
Cultural and Humanities Committee. Its  board consisted of the 
executive directors of the eight states' arts councils and added 
Washington and Oregon.
Two of the plays were in-school productions—The Selfish Giant 
for elementary students and Great Scenes from Shakespeare for high 
school students. Three plays were for public performances. Two of 
them, Robert Penn Warren’s All the King's Men and Thornton Wilder's 
The Matchmaker were announced with the drama season, while the third  
play. Dames at Sea, was selected at a la ter date.
There were problems before the f ir s t  rehearsal of the f ir s t  play. 
Although i t  was announced that the company would include no under­
graduates, B.F.A. students were allowed to audition for the experience. 
The problems arose when faculty wives who were not students were 
selected over B.F.A. students. There were whisperings of nepotism, 
although the true reason seemed to be that because of the year-long 
touring concept i t  simply was not possible to constantly pull under­
graduates from classes to rehearse and tour.
The opening production had more than its  share of troubles.
After its  f ir s t  tour performance i t  had to be brought back to Missoula 
and reworked. The primary problem was the form of the play and 
Meinholtz restructured the play, restaged i t ,  and i t  was very successful 
A secondary problem, but one which received much more notoriety, was 
the language, which had too many four-letter words for the conserva­
tive elements in Chester, Montana, where i t  had been performed. Over 
two hundred people walked out, but the story has spread to the point
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that i t  seems as i f  most of the state had seen the play, and the 
legacy of foul language s t i l l  haunts MRT.
While Meinholtz believed the a r tis tic  crises to have been 
weathered, the company held him responsible for the problems to date 
and, in a meeting, told him so. Feeling that his effectiveness as 
artis tic  director would be lim ited, he stepped down and Cook became 
artis tic  director.
The Matchmaker and All the King's Men toured in the spring and 
were well received, although the la tte r  was performed only two times. 
The Matchmaker had ten performances, a ll in Montana. Dames at Sea 
was mounted during spring quarter and was performed only once outside 
Missoula.
The problems with the season were many and once again there was 
a review of the company. The primary problem was a po litical one.
The faculty had been s p lit on whether the company should be composed 
only of graduates or should be open to any UM student. James, Cook, 
and others had been lukewarm in support of the concept of a graduate 
company from the beginning, as had the undergraduate students. Only 
Meinholtz had ardently believed in the idea. The lack of support 
guaranteed the idea would fa i l .
There were other problems:
1. Only one set was designed which was the basic unit for a ll 
three productions and to which pieces were added depending upon the 
show. This saved the cost of a truck but presented audiences with 
drab settings. In earlier years the settings had always been one of 
the elements which audiences remembered.
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2. The. mix of the company was not right. I t  just never je lle d , 
which was important to an ensemble who had to work together for nine 
months.
3. Although Meinholtz had been named a rtis tic  director, his 
f ir s t  decision was overruled by the rest of the faculty and this 
helped to set up a situation of "Who's really in charge here?" 
Meinholtz had wanted to bring audience and actors closer together 
physically and decided the plays would not be mounted for a pro­
scenium stage, but James and Jacobson would not agree to this.
4. The students in the company fe lt  they were not receiving 
training; rather, they were spending a ll the ir time in rehearsal, 
performance, workshop preparation, or teaching. There was not time 
for class work and by the end of the year they were burned out.
Finally there was the continuing financial problem. During a 
year in which the company was supposed to assume much of the financial 
burden through its  booking fees, i t  visited only twelve towns in the 
state and presented only fifteen  performances outside of Missoula.
This did not bring in very much money. Further, the shows were not 
hits in terms of audience numbers. The musical, which might have 
drawn substantial crowds, only visited one town.
The workshop program did receive much more attention than in 
the past and i t  benefited from the care i t  was given. The performances 
for students and the workshops themselves were well received, but by 
the end of the year, everyone was tired . No one had any idea on how 
to maintain MRT as a graduate company and so the whole idea was
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scrapped. The workshop portion from the year's program, however, would 
continue to receive attention and further development.
1974-1975
The 1975 company would come from the student body at large. 
Because of the rising costs there would be only one show produced.
This would be easier on the technical s ta ff also. Because of the 
lackluster 1973-1974 season, i t  was fe lt  that the 1975 show would have 
to have sure-fire audience appeal. Finally, there was the feeling 
that the preceding year had been a fa ilure and the Department of Drama 
and MRT should select one play and do i t  well.
William Shakespeare's A Midsummer Night's Dream was selected.
The production was considered the brightest success since the 1970 .
season. I t  was performed in twenty-one Montana communities and had 
twenty-four performances in twenty-four days. Reviews and letters  
praised the company and to this day many people in the state s t i l l  
recall the production and remember i t  as outstanding. A national note 
of recognition came when Actors' Theatre of Louisville invited the 
company to appear for a two-week run, the f ir s t  college troupe ever to 
have an extended run at a regional professional theatre.
The workshop program continued to do well. Four students and 
part-time s ta ff were engaged in operating the program, which had become 
a separate function of MRT, under the t i t le  of Theatre-in-the-Schools. 
The four-member company presented a wide variety of workshops in a ll 
phases of theatre for elementary to high school students. During the 
year the members of the company conducted over three hundred workshops. 
In addition, the touring company also presented workshops as well as a
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condensed version of A Midsummer Night's Dream. Nineteen seventy-five 
was the high point of the student company concept of MRT.
One departure from MRT's s ta ff was Jacobson. He resigned to 
accept a position with WESTAF. High hopes had accompanied the estab­
lishment of the position of managing director but to date the results 
had been meager. There had been no expansion of the tour out of state; 
there had been no significant new source of funding established.
1975-1976
I f  1975 was the acme, the following year was the nadir and was 
a major factor in the demise of MRT as a student company. Mr. Peter 
O'Rourke had succeeded Jacobson as the managing director. While he had 
an extensive background in commercial theatre, he was not adequately 
prepared for working in a situation such as MRT presented.
In the bicentennial year, everything that was done had an 
American theme. Plays were no exception. Under the auspices of the 
Masonic lodges in Montana, Eastern Montana College toured the musical, 
1776. I t  was f ir s t  offered to UM but had been refused.
MRT elected to produce an obscure play by Maxwell Anderson,
Valley Forge. A strange a r tis tic  concept using masks was imposed on 
a rea lis tic  historical drama which reduced the effectiveness of the 
play. The play toured to fourteen Montana towns and presented fifteen  
performances, but audiences averaged only 108 people per show, a 
decrease of 67 percent and Missoula audiences dropped 75 percent from 
the preceding year.
The problems were innumerable. The selection of the show had 
been made too late in the year to get out adequate publicity. An even
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larger problem was the play its e lf .  Meinholtz, who selected and 
directed i t ,  fe lt  afterward that i t  was a deceptive play, reading much 
better than i t  could be staged. The company its e lf  did not get along 
nor did it ,  comport its e lf  in a professional manner on tour and this 
added to the bad taste le f t  in everyone's mouth at the end of the 
season.
O'Rourke listed the main problems in a memo to James.
The main drawbacks aside from the a rtis tic  considerations 
(which proved to be a major problem in themselves) were delayed 
production selection—the play was not selected until the fa ll 
of 1975, late publicity schedule, excessively large cast touring 
company of twenty-three students, one faculty and one s ta ff 
member, poor personnel organization, and a lack of professional 
orientation and d i s c i p l i n e . 44
This was a damning sentence to be said about a company which had been
formed to present quality entertainment and to train students as
professionals. I t  was also perceived as true by nearly everyone
involved, including MAC.
The council le t  James know, unoffic ia lly , that the tenor of its  
debates concerning future funding for the company was that money would 
be denied unless MRT became an Equity company.
One bright spot continued to be the theatre-in-the-schools 
program staffed by three during the year. They again presented over 
two hundred workshops throughout the state and were well received.
But for once the end of the season did not result in a review of 
MRT. The primary reason was that in the fa ll  of 1975 James had 
announced his resignation as chairman of the Department of Drama, to 
be effective in June 1976. Because the only thing that was obvious 
was that MRT was not operating smoothly nor were the goals being
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fu lf i l le d , i t  was decided to leave the problem of what to do with the 
company to the new chairman.
Review of 1970-1976 
Before continuing i t  is necessary to take another look at what 
MRT had become and how i t  had reached that state. I t  was plain to 
everyone that the company was not successful. As noted earlie r, the 
beginning had been auspicious. When Brown formed the company he had 
the backing of faculty and students. P o litica lly , he fe lt i t  was the 
right time to start a repertory company, since both MAC and NEA were 
encouraging professional companies. The area north of the line of 
Kansas City-Denver-Salt Lake City-Portland and between Seattle and 
Minneapolis/Saint Paul was the only region of the country without 
such a company. The UM administration had been encouraging, con­
tributing in-kind support and start-up money. Finally, the company 
had presented three strong seasons and had established a regional 
reputation for quality.
After three years problems were emerging, but these were s t i l l  
small and manageable. The fa ilure to solve these issues supplies the 
answer to how MRT had declined to such a low state. Unlike the f ir s t  
three years the five constants were the chief factors, not the 
variables.
MRT Goals
The goals of the company had not been achieved: They were:
1. The performances presented would be of high quality
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2. The company would be a regional resource, primarily 
achieving this through touring
3. MRT would be a training resource for Department of Drama 
students
Goal 1. Quality was not consistently achieved. With Valley 
Forge the quality of the performances had fallen to a low level.
While there had been some notable early successes, i t  was generally 
agreed that only A Midsummer Night's Dream had been truly successful 
in la ter years.
Goal 2. The last year the company toured out of Montana was 
1972. In 1970 and 1971 i t  visited only Wyoming and Montana towns. 
Except for the f ir s t  few years the company could not be considered 
a regional repertory theatre company.
Goal 3. Finally, MRT had long ceased to be a professional 
training experience. Many fe lt  that i t  had turned into a vacation/ 
reward for students who had been in the department long enough to 
earn i t .  Two people who were graduate students stated that they were 
not receiving training, they were just producing s h o w s . 45 students 
not directly involved in the production were vocal in their feelings 
that MRT, rather than benefiting them, was hurting their training since 
a ll the Department of Drama's resources were going into MRT pro­
ductions. Brown had seen this as a growing problem before he le f t  and 
so had the faculty, as mentioned in the 1967-1970 review. To lessen 
the impact of MRT i t  was decided the entire faculty would not tour.
In the end, only one faculty member was touring. While i t  is d if f ic u lt  
to judge, i t  appears that the decrease in faculty touring led to a
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lowering of standards and leadership. Faculty interest in MRT also 
declined as a result. The fa ilure to continue to meet the established 
goals led to a loss of direction and a lessening of purpose.
Funding
Another ubiquitous problem was funding. The company seldom 
ended the year in the red and, when i t  did, the d e fic it was very small. 
Indeed, several years i t  ended in the black. After 1969, however, when 
Brown le f t  the state, funding was not aggressively sought. Enough was 
found to keep the company going, although the dean's office usually had 
to assist in making the budget balance at year end. MAC and WESTAF 
were the two main fiscal props.
Earned income was never very high. The price of a ticket in 
Missoula for an MRT production in 1968 was $2.50 for an adult. In 
following years i t  fluctuated between $2.00 and $2.50. Only in 1974 
was there an exception and that year the price was $3.00. With that 
kind of scale there would never be a significant box office income.
Tour fees also remained very low. The fees for one day ranged 
from $300 to $500. At that level, fees did not cover the daily cost 
of per diem, vehicle rental, and gas. The product was underpriced.
Yet, even with the low ticket prices and booking fees, the company had 
trouble drawing large audiences in Missoula and finding sponsors on 
the road.
The Missoula audiences averaged 302.8 people the f irs t  year and 
only surpassed that yearly average once, in 1975 (see Appendix C).
The average box office income per performance exceeded $300 only twice 
in nine years. A large part of this reflects James's conservative
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nature and a fear that a rise in ticket prices would keep people away 
from the theatre. However, the fa ilure to raise ticket prices over a 
nine-year period was not a responsible action when one considers 
in flation alone would have justified  an increase.
Although tour fees never exceeded $500 per performance and were 
often less, sponsors were not easy to find. James, in a le tte r to 
Brown, mentioned that tour booking was "extremely d iff ic u lt."  These 
were problems even when "MRT reduced the guarantee [ i .e . ,  fee] 
considerably."46 Randolph, in his NEA report, also mentions the 
"small fee."
The attendant problem of finding sponsors was aggravated because 
booking was usually done in late summer and early fa l l .  This resulted 
in two problems. F irst, fa c ilit ie s  were often not available when MRT 
would prefer to play in the town. The result would be either that 
the booking would be lost or the date which was available would be the 
one MRT had to accept. This led to absurdly long drives, which drove 
up costs and exhausted the company.
Another booking problem was that before Jacobson was hired the 
task was performed by either students or part-time s ta ff. Students did 
not really have the experience to book successfully nor were they very 
"smooth" at selling. When there was s ta ff available they were often 
brought in from out of state and had no knowledge of Montana or the 
contact people in each town. This made the ir job more d iffic u lt and 
frustrating because they needed to be aware of the peculiarities of 
each potential sponsor to be the most effective. And with no
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continuity of s ta ff there was no way to get a "feel" of how best to 
deal with each sponsor. Each new person had to start from scratch.
A final factor that can be inferred about the booking problems 
of MRT returns to the efforts by NEA and the state arts councils 
advocating increased professionalism by regional companies and the 
effects that this had on sponsors. As sponsors' expectations and 
awareness of quality increased, they could better judge what MRT was 
offering. Randolph, in his 1969 NEA report, recognized MRT's pro­
fessionalism, although the company had no Equity actors. Nevertheless, 
the quality, the dedication, the attitude, and the competency were 
there.
. . . Yet there is a seriousness of purpose, a tru ly  pro­
fessional sense of obligation which extends towards the people 
they are performing for. . . .
. . . Given the degree of professionalism and the kind of
dedicated s p ir it the company now possesses, that would seem 
to me to be one of the greatest bargains around.47
As the years went by and the professionalism and thus the quality
declined, i t  became apparent that sponsors were being asked to present
not a professional or semi-professional company, but a university
theatre group. When that realization fin a lly  came home, out-of-state
sponsors began to look to other groups to provide live  theatre of a
professional nature or to their own state colleges for touring college
theatre. In Montana MRT s t i l l  received bookings because i t  was a
Montana university group and for most sponsors i t  was the only group
available. No other company would be interested in visiting Plains or
Chester or Poplar; i t  was just not financially feasible. Thus, i f
these towns wanted live theatre, the one choice was MRT.
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MRT and UM
One source of funds which could have been tapped but was not was 
UM its e lf .  During the f ir s t  year the president had given a start-up 
grant. During the following years the university seemed generally 
supportive of the company; yet, as mentioned earlie r, Cook stated in 
his report that he believed the university did not provide sufficient 
financial support. The reorganization committee report stated the 
university had to supply the financial base for the company to exist. 
Yet no proposal ever went forth from the faculty or the chairman 
requesting funding for MRT. Kiley fe lt  that i f  such a proposal had 
been submitted to him, the chances of its  receiving funding were very 
good. As supporting evidence he offered the example of danceMontana. 
The proposal for this project came to him in a very concrete form and 
one that he fe l t  he could support. He presented i t  to the adminis­
tration , was an active advocate of i t ,  and succeeded in having the 
university commit $10,000 a year to the company. In an interview he 
said he waited for a proposal to come forth from the Department of 
Drama and that i f  a well-thought-out proposal had come forth he would 
have worked to achieve funding. More importantly, he s t i l l  believes 
that i t  would have been funded. Why the Department of Drama never put 
forth such a proposal is impossible to establish, but one guess can be 
hazarded. I t  would have required the faculty to decide what they 
wanted the company to be. There was no one who thought on a large 
enough scale and who was w illing to take the risks involved.
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Touring
Problems here revolved around play selection, the size of the 
touring company, and the organization of the tour. The selection of 
plays did not seem to follow any set pattern, except they were large- 
cast shows. Of a ll the shows which had been produced since 1968, only 
the three during the 1973-1974 season toured with companies of less 
than fifteen . A rough breakdown of the productions by genre shows 
there were seven classics, three musicals, five standards of the 
American theatre, and the pair of one-acts by Shaffer.
The combinations which were selected to be a season seemed to 
have l i t t l e  rationale. Instead i t  seemed that after the 1970 season, 
the directors were allowed to select whatever show they wanted to do, 
with no thought given to efficiency. How else can one explain a 
combination of Hamlet (twenty-plus actors) and You're a Good Man 
Charlie Brown (six actors)?
In addition the large casts necessitated an array of costumes.
The sets, while justly praised, were large and, sometimes, "cumbersome." 
The rigging of the lights was time consuming and ineffic ient because 
no one put any thought into better ways of accomplishing the task. 
Earlier tours were e ffic ien tly  organized and planned, but not so the 
la ter ones.
Part of the reason for this was simply because with such large 
numbers of people touring there was not the need to be so concerned 
with time—many hands made lig h t work. But another reason was when 
the decision was made for the faculty not to tour in response to 
student complaints, support and caring for the product began to decline.
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The last designer toured in 1971. The last faculty member to act in a 
touring production did so in 1972. When the managing director was the 
only faculty member touring, he neither participated in any of the 
technical chores nor had any responsibility for the a rtis tic  level.
His time was spent meeting with the sponsors, doing interviews, etc. 
The lack of direct faculty contact led to a decrease in the standards 
of the company and poor organization especially when directors and 
designers did not tour.
Drama Chairman
The chief cause for the present state of MRT rested with the 
leadership. Brown had supplied the energy to make his dream become 
a rea lity  and his dynamic leadership and personal magnetism inspired 
the rest of the faculty to join him in creating MRT. But he could 
not make the long-term commitment necessary for MRT to pass through 
the survival stage.
When James permanently became chairman i t  was clear that his 
dedication to MRT had rested more on loyalty to Brown than a be lief 
in MRT. Janes's commitment was to the Department of Drama and the 
focus which had been directed outward turned inward. James's attention 
was primarily focused on curriculum development and handling the prob­
lems associated with a rapidly growing department—more faculty, more 
students, more play production, and insufficient funds.
One of the f ir s t  projects he undertook was to have the dance 
division moved from the Department of Health and Physical Education 
to the Department of Drama. This was accomplished in 1972. This 
addition, however, did not bring about a sufficient increase in
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operating funds for the department, further straining an already tight 
budget.
The addition of the B.F.A. and M.F.A. programs, aided by MRT's 
reputation, brought a large increase in students and therefore jus­
tif ie d  additional faculty and s ta ff (see Appendix D). The increase 
also meant that the curriculum had to be rearranged as students began 
a more specialized training program. This took a great deal of time.
Another difference reflected between the James and Brown tenures 
as chairmen was in administrative philosophy and procedures. James 
did not believe in taking chances, particularly fiscal gambles. Thus, 
MRT's budget was always balanced but i t  also s tifled  the company's 
growth. Continued growth might have required defic it spending, some­
thing which James would not do. On the other hand, an aggressive 
search for funding for MRT might have produced sufficient money to 
sustain the company's growth and this was not attempted.
James was a democratic chairman. Brown would seek others' 
opinions and counsel but not for overly long periods of time. And, 
when he had the information, he would act and the rest of the faculty 
could come along or not. James, however, sought the entire faculty's  
input on issues and le f t  many decisions up to a vote. This desire 
to be democratic slowed down the decision-making process and adminis­
tration of both MRT and the Department of Drama. Decisions began to 
pile up, turning from items awaiting action into problems. Trying to 
be sure he reached the correct decision, James would delay any decision 
as he searched for more input. Soon the problems became overwhelming 
and immobilized him.
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Decision making for MRT had gradually slipped from the chairman's 
hands to the hands of the directors. More and more the decisions were 
sent to him for ratification  rather than actively seeking his input, 
because i t  was clear that MRT was not an important priority with him.
James did not think or plan on the large scale of his predecessor. 
The pragmatism which had made him so valuable to Brown was a l ia b i l i ty  
when he became chairman. The Department of Drama and, particularly,
MRT needed a leader who was w illing to take risks, to occasionally 
stretch the truth or paint too rosy a picture of the future to achieve 
his ends. MRT needed a person to whom MRT was a dream of something 
great, not just another production in a crowded year.
Finally, because James spent a ll o f his time working on present 
problems, no one was looking ahead at what MRT might become or 
thinking about what i t  should try to be. The one attempt, the report 
by the reorganization committee, was disappointing. I t  did not 
seriously reevaluate MRT's goals or develop concrete proposals to 
implement the program i t  p r o j e c t e d . 48
The Variables
As problems developed with the constants, the problems with the 
variables also grew. Student support, faculty support, organization 
of MRT, the tour area, and the "professional" direction a ll contri­
buted to MRT's problems of focus and growth.
Student support and involvement. Student support wavered 
throughout these years. Some years everyone wanted to be involved, 
other years not enough wanted to be involved. Students not involved
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in MRT continued to argue that their education was being weakened by 
the demands MRT made upon faculty time and energy.
Earlier in the paper there was a discussion about the cycle in
drama departments in which both talent and numbers of students can fa ll
o ff. This happened twice, in 1974 and in 1976.
Finally the perception that some people who worked in MRT were 
there because of connections or as a reward became fact in many stu­
dents' minds. This was particularly true when faculty wives were 
selected for the company.
Faculty support and involvement. I t  has already been referred 
to that when the faculty ceased to tour and act with the company, 
faculty interest was lessened. Also, when the chairman's prio rity  
l is t  did not have MRT ranked high i t  was d iff ic u lt to have the faculty 
actively supporting MRT. And, in response to student complaints, the 
entire faculty was never involved in the production of an MRT season 
after 1970. The chairman particularly never had production assignments 
after the 1970 season.
The quality of the faculty declined over the years, also. A 
major reason for this was that faculty would resign late in the year 
and there would not be time for an adequate search for replacements. 
Instead, members of the faculty who attended the annual American 
Theatre Association convention would hire from the available pool.
With inadequate time to check out the applicants and a relative ly small 
pool to select from, a department had to be lucky to hire a top-notch, 
talented professor. UM, more often than not, was unlucky.
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When the quality of faculty declined, department morale and 
standards were lowered. Students began to leave the program because 
they fe lt  they were not receiving a satisfactory education and were 
tired of the in-fighting. Faculty who had been at the university for 
several years were discouraged as they saw a program which had been 
alive and vibrant and exciting, deteriorate.
Organizational structure. The organization of MRT went through 
two distinct phases—control invested in one man and control invested 
in too many men. While the chairman was the leader of MRT and provided 
direction, he had operational control only through the 1973 season. 
Afterwards he was chairman of an MRT Executive Committee but opera­
tional control was in the hands of an a rtis tic  director, an associate 
director, and a managing director. As Kiley said, "There were a ll of 
these managers but very l i t t l e  management."
The make-up of the company also changed as has been previously 
noted. There were no more professionals brought in to work with the 
company and faculty no longer acted in the shows. By 1975 the company 
was to ta lly  student acted and MRT productions were, in re a lity , touring 
productions from the Department of Drama season which received funds 
from MAC. There were no guest artists or non-UM personnel; i t  was an 
in-house project.
Touring area. The company fe ll from view within the region 
following the 1970 tour. After that season the company visited only 
Wyoming and following the non-touring season of 1973 i t  never le f t  the 
state, except for the trip  to Louisville. As the area that was toured 
became smaller, the company's reputation became less widely known and
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there seemed to be no serious e ffo rt to try to return to Idaho and Utah 
or to expand Into other nearby states. I t  was d iff ic u lt to be a 
resource to the region when the company would not.leave the state or 
make an e ffo rt to le t the region know the resource was available.
MRT and professionalism. The company's standards had declined 
to the point where the managing director would point to the lack of 
"professional orientation and discipline" as a major cause for the 
unsuccessful 1976 tour. The company had seemed firmly headed towards 
a mixture of students/faculty-staff/guest artis ts as the way to achieve 
a professional orientation and a direction for the company. But to 
maintain this required two things—an aggressive search for funds and a 
be lie f in MRT which would allow the necessary time, e ffo rt, and energy 
to be expended. As has been seen, these were not available to MRT.
In lieu of these the professional standards could have been maintained 
by the attitude the 1969 company demonstrated, according to Randolph's 
report. But this was not achieved either. Attempts at faculty/student 
and graduate student companies were not successful because of a lack of 
competency, professional and personal maturity in some company members, 
and a lack of dedication from some of those involved. This decline in 
professional expectations and standards of quality culminated in 1976 
as O'Rourke's earlier statement showed. MRT fin a lly  became a fu ll 
student company which by 1976 lacked professionalism by almost everyone 
involved.
I t  was apparent, that no one had any idea of what to do with MRT. 
Because of its  tradition and a desire not to be the one who killed  the 
company, no serious consideration was given to doing away with MRT.
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The solution arrived at was to do nothing and to drop the whole 
problem into the new chairman's lap.
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CHAPTER IV 
THE LAST SIX YEARS
The man selected to be the new chairman was Dr. James D. Kriley. 
He had previously taught as a one-person faculty at a community 
college in Seattle and was presently head of the drama division of the 
Department of Speech and Theatre at Emporia State College in Kansas.
He was also very much like  Brown in that he was an idea man, a man 
w illing to take risks, and a man ready to push faculty, students, and 
administrators to meet his standards for a professional training pro­
gram. The question was, was the department ready for this kind of 
leader?
Dean Kiley, for one, believed that i t  was. I t  was his impression 
that the department was ready to "pop." There had been enough years 
without forceful leadership. This had allowed the faculty to try many 
production ideas and plans and to play with MRT. The good which came 
out of these years of turmoil was a maturing of the faculty which 
allowed them to accept as a chairman a man they knew would make changes. 
Everyone on the selection committee was aware that Kriley would not be 
pleased with the department as i t  was presently operating. They knew 
there would be major changes once Kriley had time to evaluate the 
people and the program to find out who and what were producing. I t  
was to the credit of the faculty that they were wise enough and
65
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courageous enough to unanimously support the hiring of a man who would 
lead. This is not to imply that Kriley would not seek and accept 
advice. Nevertheless, i t  was clear that tough decisions would be made 
and action taken.
One of the advantages Kriley started with was that Kiley had 
been able to convince the administration that the department needed 
an additional position for the chairmanship. Getting the position 
was a sign that the university believed in the drama program enough 
to want to build i t  back to its  earlier respected position. To do 
this would require a chairman whose main responsibility would not be 
teaching or creative but administrative.
One of the conditions that Kriley stipulated to Kiley for 
accepting the chairmanship was that MRT become an Equity company, i f  
at a ll feasible. Kriley promised to submit a formal and complete 
proposal. The dean, who had been waiting for this kind of decisive 
action, was glad to lend his active support.
Kriley hired Mr. David Dannenbaum as MRT's managing director, 
replacing O'Rourke, who had resigned in August. As much as he pre­
ferred to keep control of a ll projects, Kriley le t Dannenbaum know 
that i t  was going to be Dannenbaum's responsibility to reorganize 
MRT into a professional company.
1976-1977
As a f ir s t  step, a grant request that was submitted to MAC to 
tour a show in 1977 was withdrawn. Kriley and Dannenbaum, after dis­
cussions with MAC, fe lt  i t  would be much more beneficial to suspend 
a ll MRT operations for a year and to spend that year talking to people
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in the state, negotiating with Equity, and working with Kiley to secure 
university funding.
I t  was decided also to suspend the theatre-in-the-schools pro­
gram, rather than have any part of the company function and so draw 
on the energies of those involved rather than allowing them to 
to ta lly  concentrate on the reorganization plans.
To pay for the planning costs, which were mostly travel and
communication, MRT applied for and received a $3,500 grant from MAC.
In travel around the state, Kriley and Dannenbaum learned that people
did want live  theatre and that they were w illing to pay more to have
i t ,  i f  the quality could be guaranteed. In his report to MAC,
Dannenbaum mentions that there was s t i l l  animosity in the state as
a result of All the King's Men and Valley Forge. This they intended
to overcome by producing
. . . good scripts that did not insult the a rtis tic  integrity  
of a professional company, that provided a rtis tic a lly  sound 
theatre experiences for the audiences, and did not contain 
material that was insultingly sexual or blasphemous to a 
reasonably in telligent ticket buyer.49
Kriley and Dannenbaum also traveled to New York to meet with the 
Foundation for the Expansion and Development of the American 
Professional Theatre (FEDAPT). FEDAPT describes its  mission as an 
"agency offering counselling, guidance and expertise in arts management 
(Technical Assistance) to professionally oriented theatre projects 
throughout the country." This involved help in negotiating with the 
unions and the sending of FEDAPT s ta ff members and sta ff members from 
established companies to the project theatre's home base to strengthen 
the managerial capabilities. They did not attempt to te ll the theatre's
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s ta ff what the goals of the company should be; rather they suggested 
methods by which the company could reach those goals. FEDAPT did not 
accept every theatre which applied for assistance and there was a three- 
year lim it during which they would work with a company. At the end of 
three years i t  was assumed that there was no more FEDAPT could accom­
plish and the company was on its  own. MRT was one of the theatres 
accepted.
On the campus Kriley's f ir s t  goal was to secure a guaranteed sum 
of money from the university towards the operation of MRT. Kiley and 
Kriley decided that danceMontana was simply not working and that a 
modern dance company would have d iffic u lty  being effective in the 
state. Therefore, they proposed to President Bowers that the $10,000 
annually budgeted for danceMontana be given to MRT instead. They also 
presented a strong case that the amount rea lis tic a lly  need for MRT was 
$15,000. MRT was awarded the additional $5,000 and promised that such 
support would continue. Kriley made i t  clear that the f ir s t  few years 
of operation would see a d e fic it that could go as high as $50,000.
Bowers said he understood and allowed Kriley to run a defic it i f  
there was no other way to keep the company g o i n g . 50
With the support of FEDAPT, with a $15,000 commitment from the 
university, and with people excited about the transformation of MRT 
from a student acting company to an Equity acting company, MRT applied 
to MAC for a $15,288 grant and received i t .
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1977-1978
Dannenbaum
During the summer of 1977 problems began to appear before MRT 
undertook its  f ir s t  professional season. The f ir s t  problem was that 
confidence in Dannenbaum was shaken. He had been in charge of 
revamping the summer season for the Department of Drama and he blew 
i t .  He selected a season of four plays—two new works and two stan­
dards. The guest playwrights and the productions were expensive.
Kriley, when he reviewed the budget, questioned the income figures 
because his instincts told him they were inflated. Assured by 
Dannenbaum that they were reasonable, Kriley allowed him to proceed.
Kriley's instincts had been right; the income figures were much too 
high. The result was a large d e fic it for which Kriley was not pre­
pared and, therefore, the dean and the upper administration were 
unprepared. This put Kriley's c red ib ility  on the line and planted 
doubts about Dannenbaum's a b ility  to establish MRT as a professional 
company in residence which toured the region and which would be a v ita l
part of the professional training program.
Dannenbaum had joined the faculty from his position as pro­
duction manager at the Missouri Repertory Theatre, in residence at 
the University of Missouri-Kansas City. While he had done some 
teaching at the college level, most of his background had been in 
professional theatre as an actor, director, or mid-level manager. He 
had not, however, held a decision-making position, nor had he ever 
worked in a rural area.
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Word was filte rin g  back from around the state that Dannenbaum 
was not an effective spokesman for MRT. Indeed, rather than repairing 
the image of the company, he was further damaging i t .  People saw his 
attitude as one of the "professional" coming to bring culture to the 
wastes of Montana. His bearing was condescending and people resented 
that. He was being perceived as a big-city know-it-all and i t  
offended MRT supporters and sponsors.
Doubts were further increased when Dannenbaum announced the pro­
ductions selected for the f ir s t  MRT season—A Thurber Carnival and 
The Glass Menagerie. Feedback from around the state was negative— 
to the former because i t  was viewed as not a sufficiently important 
work for MRT to produce and to the la tte r  because i t  had been recently 
produced by MRT.
Gould i t  be that the time Dannenbaum spent traveling about 
Montana had been wasted? Added to the doubts about his fiscal 
capabilities were questions about his understanding of Montana and 
whether he understood the constants in the formula to make MRT succeed.
Kriley recognized that four actions were required. F irs t, the 
company had to be Equity to prevent the uneven quality of work which 
ea rlie r companies had presented. Secondly, each play had to be care­
fu lly  selected so that there was never a play which was "X-rated" or 
lacked popular appeal. Thirdly, the company would have to tour out of 
state within two to three years. Finally , the fee structure would have 
to be considerably higher than i t  had been. Because of the union asso­
ciation, costs would be much greater than when using students, and the 
company would not be able to follow the absurd travel schedules of
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earlie r companies. Thus, instead of twenty performances in twenty 
days, there would probably be only fourteen or fifteen.
Two other issues are relevant here. There was considerable 
debate given to the legacy from the earlier companies. Should the name 
be changed from Montana Repertory Theatre, perhaps to a name that would 
re flect its ,  hopefully, regional nature? I t  was fin a lly  decided to 
keep the original name because of the history and because i t  defin itely  
gave the company a home—Montana.
The other issue was how closely identified MRT should be with 
DM. The fear was that i f  MRT was promoted as in residence at UM, 
people would think i t  was s t i l l  a student company: Yet, how could i t
 ̂ deny its  chief benefactor or forsake additional funds that such an
association might bring in from alumni and businesses which supported 
the university? The decision was that the association with the 
university would be played down in most public material and played up 
on the campus and in university publications.
Theatre-in-the-Schools
The in it ia l project of the transformed MRT was the reestablish­
ment of the theatre-in-the-schools program. Kriley hired Steven Peter 
Callaway as the head of the program with the t i t le  of director of 
educational programs. He was a former student of Kriley's at Emporia. 
Callaway received an M.A. in acting/directing, but had almost no 
training in children's theatre or in management. Nevertheless, he 
developed an acceptable program through discussions with people who 
were operating children's theatre programs and by reading every book 
and a rtic le  about i t  that he could gain possession of.
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Professor Randy Bolton, new head of the actor training program
in the Department of Drama also began working with the theatre-in-the-
schools prpgram. He had experience has a high school teacher and
extensive experience in developing and leading workshops. Kriley
f ir s t  asked him to spend some sessions with the Equity actors and
Callaway g&ked him for assistance in developing two of the workshops.
■
Funding for the program came from NEA through a p ilo t program 
grant of $10,000. The p ilo t program aimed at putting professional 
theatre artis ts  into schools via a touring program. What was unusual
y was that NEA selected MRT as a p ilo t company when i t  had not yet
, /
/  produced a single season as an Equity company. To NEA, a professional 
company was one in which Equity actors were used. MRT received the 
grant because Sister Kathryn Martin, head of the NEA’ s Theatre-in-the- 
Schools Program deemed MRT a worthwhile company which needed NEA's 
assistance to make a go of i t .  I t  was also an ideal company for such 
a p ilo t program. She was impressed by Kriley's vision of what MRT 
would be and recommended MRT be a part of the p ilo t program.
Dannenbaum then made two more errors which further reduced 
Kriley's trust in his a b ility  to lead MRT. F irst, he advertised that 
the theatre-in-the-schools program would be available to schools a t no 
charge. For a company that was going to need large amounts of money 
to survive, i t  was not good management to give the product away. This 
could lead potential sponsors and funding agencies to such conclusions 
as that MRT programs would be free or low cost in the future or that 
MRT would rely to ta lly  upon grants and not attempt to raise funds by
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other methods. I t  also projected the appearance that the arts and 
artis ts  did not need money.
The Second error was in the selection of actors for MRT. Hired 
to tour were Mr. Brooks Caldwell and Ms. Susan Barrister, two Equity 
actors baséd in Los Angeles. As an additional enticement, Dannenbaum 
promised•.them they would be cast in the two winter productions. While 
they both probably would have signed contracts anyway, this promise 
secured them for the theatre-in-the-schools tour. While both had 
stage expedience, they were primarily film  and television actors, and 
7 neither had ever taught school, worked in children's theatre, or con- 
/  ducted workshops.
* Another problem was that Dannenbaum was not carrying out his
/
responsibility to book the tour. Instead, i t  was fa lling  to Callaway 
to secure bookings. This was a troubling development since Dannenbaum 
had spent several weeks the preceding year traveling around the state 
making contacts, while Callaway had been in Montana only since 
September and did not know the people. I t  was discovered that 
Dannenbaum did not enjoy booking and did not have the w ill power to 
s it  down and make himself do the job. Thus, he began giving the 
responsibility over to Callaway. Callaway was good at booking but i t  
was not his primary responsibility and by the time Dannenbaum assigned 
him the task i t  was already late in the year. Given the circumstances, 
Callaway did a commendable job in lining up seventeen performances in 
twelve Montana towns on a five-week tour. The projected figure was not 
achieved, however, and the tour had to be cut back from six weeks.
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One of the problems with the booking of the tour was the negative 
legacy from Valley Forge and some of the earlie r MRT productions.
Another w,as that Kriley had raised the guaranteed fee from $500 to $800. 
Sponsors were unsure they could meet the higher fee. Since they had 
always been able to book MRT at an a r tif ic a lly  low price, they were 
worried that audiences would not come to see MRT, since ticket prices 
would have to be increased substantially.
While he was booking the tour, Callaway, joined by Bolton, worked 
with the.aqt.ors on the workshop preparations. During the two-week 
( theatre-in-the-schools rehearsal period, Callaway discovered that 
Caldwell lacked the a b ility  to communicate effectively without the 
camera. Barrister had the same problem but to a lesser degree. One 
more question was raised about Dannenbaum's judgment.
Following the preparation period, which included some sessions 
with students in Missoula schools, the two actors and Callaway departed 
to v is it  seventeen Montana towns. Once out on tour the actors made a 
discovery which surprised them. Many of the students they worked with 
did not really have any interest in theatre, nor was there any added 
respect because the actors were professionals. What did become impor­
tant was that the actors could drop the names of stars they had worked 
with to hold the attention of the students and this is what they did, 
rather than relying upon the material they had prepared.
Events were occurring back in Missoula that made the tour even 
less enjoyable. First was the decision by Kriley to change the 
announced shows. He selected Eugene O 'Neill's A Moon for the 
Misbegotten and Neil Simon's The Good Doctor. Next, Kriley informed
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the actors that they would not be used in either production, but pro­
mised they would be used in the second season in 1979. This was very 
upsetting to the actors and Callaway had problems when they threatened 
to quit. However, they accepted the terms because they had no signed 
contract oy- le tte r  of agreement that insured their casting in the MRT 
winter seaiçpn.
Kriley also began soliciting opinions about whether or not MRT 
would be better served i f  Dannenbaum were removed from the positions 
of managing director and faculty member. After hearing various recom­
mendations and reviewing his own perceptions, Kriley decided that for
/  the good of MRT he had to ask for Dannenbaum's resignation. He secured 
Dannenbaum's agreement to resign as managing director following the 
opening of the f ir s t  season and his resignation from the faculty at 
the end of the academic year.
Dannenbaum made several important contributions to MRT. He had 
negotiated a favorable contract with Equity and arranged for MRT to 
become a project theatre of FEDAPT. He also used the word "professional" 
and drummed i t  into people's consciousness, especially around the 
university, so that i t  began to have some concrete meaning in regard 
to theatre practice, rather than just as an ideal.
However, his lia b ilit ie s  far outweighed his assets. None of his 
previous experience had really qualified him to become the head of a 
theatre company. He had always worked in a large producing operation, 
even in his training, and had had supervisors to te ll him what to do.
The professional companies he had worked for were based in large metro­
politan areas and had major home seasons to support their operations.
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Staffs were larger and professional and touring was a sideline. Fur­
ther, Dannenbaum was not sensitive to the situation he was inheriting  
and he was not able to relate to the people of the region. Although 
informed of MRT's past, he seemed not to learn from i t ,  either in 
dealing with the drama faculty, the arts council, or the sponsors. 
Instead,.the image he presented to everyone was that of the profes­
sional who had come to a cultural wasteland to restore order and bring 
quality theatre to the masses, a clear tactical error. He was not 
capable of .planning on the scale MRT had to operate at. His pre- 
y liminary planning budgets, memos, and discussions showed that he
■ planned on the large scale that his previous companies worked with,
j  rather than dealing with the rea lities  he found in Montana. This lack
 ̂ of professional competence and maturity was undermining MRT's new
beginning. ,
Winter Season
Dannenbaum directed one of the two major productions, A Moon for 
the Misbegotten. Mr. Thomas Gruenewald, based in New York City, 
directed the Simon play. The in it ia l touring company consisted of 
five  Equity actors, four technicians who were jobbed in, an Equity 
stage manager, and Callaway as the tour manager. The designers were 
faculty, s ta ff, and graduate students from the Department of Drama 
(see Appendixes E, F, G, and H).
The f ir s t  professional season, while i t  had its  rocky moments, 
established the company's a rtis tic  credentials. Dannenbaum did a good 
job directing the O'Neill play. One of the actors was extremely 
talented and two of the others offered solid performances. Some of
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the workshops were presented very poorly. This was because two of the 
actors did not want to teach and when hired did not make that clear.
Two of the actors, though, were very good as workshop leaders. The 
designs, particularly the sets, were especially well conceived and 
executed.
There were some managerial problems. The Department of Drama 
secretary was the only clerical help available to MRT and, because o f 
the longer tour, union a ff ilia t io n s , and more extensive correspondence, 
i t  had pwt.a very heavy load on her and the part-time student s ta ff.
/  Planning, short-range and long-range, was sporadic, since Kriley had
i f  '  '  '
 ̂ had to concentrate his energies on solving the problems created by 
Dannenbaum. Because Dannenbaum had resigned as managing director in 
mid-February, there had been no one in control of day-to-day operations 
since that time. The d e fic it for the year was $29,700 and while its  
rea lity  was not a surprise, its  size was.
Even more importantly, this was a traumatic year on campus. The 
1977 legislature had funded the university system based on a nineteen- 
to-one student/faculty ratio which did not take into account graduate 
programs. UM also had not grown as fast as i t  had been projected to 
do. As a result over f i f t y  faculty and sixty s ta ff positions had been 
cut. While the Department of Drama did not escape without some damage, 
i t  was minimal. I t  had lost one faculty position—the costume 
designer. The result, for MRT, was that the costumes had been created 
by a graduate student. But Kriley had managed to save the $15,000 
commitment to MRT and Callaway's position in the midst of campus-wide
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cuts—an achievement that had required great powers of persuasion and 
a dedication to MRT.
The,re was, however, some fa llout that affected MRT. F irst was 
the decision to make the managing director position a classified s ta ff 
position rather than a faculty position. MRT would pay for one-half 
the position and the department would pay one-half. This allowed the 
department to f i l l  the costume designer position. To assist the new 
managing director and Callaway, a graduate intern was assigned to the 
MRT s ta ff . , ',p a r t- t im e  student secretary was hired to relieve the 
f  Department of Drama staff from the responsibilities for MRT office  
work and bookkeeping.
The. intern was added because Kriley fe lt  i t  would be better for 
MRT to produce a ll of its  own publicity. The f ir s t  Equity season a 
Missoula advertising agency was hired to do the publicity. I t  was not 
successful ; both MRT management and the agency were at fau lt. I t  was 
never made clear to the agency whether i t  should publicize the pro­
ductions or the institution that was MRT. The final result was a 
campaign aimed at reminding people of the theatre heritage in Montana 
and that MRT was continuing that heritage. I t  was an ineffective  
promotion idea, made weaker by the dull and life less graphics selected 
for use on posters and in advertising. The show tit le s  were given 
very l i t t l e  prominence on a poster which reminded many people of a 
promotion for a bank. Most disturbing was that the experts at the 
agency were not able to see the problem and present i t  to their 
clien t, MRT. Thus, the decision that MRT would produce its  own 
materials was made.
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1978-1979
The planning for the second year was hurriedly completed because 
Kriley was busy defending the department and MRT against further cuts. 
He had also begun the search for a new managing director. With minimal
consultation Kriley selected Neil Simon's Plaza Suite and David
Storey's' Home for the 1979 season. Once again sponsor reaction was 
negative to both selections—the Simon play because MRT should present 
more challenging works and the Storey play because i t  would simply be 
too d iff ic u lt for audiences to appreciate. In reviewing the decision,
/  Kriley decided to drop Home and present instead Edward Albee's 
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? Plaza Suite was retained because,
I  although some people advised against i t ,  i t  was fe l t  that i t  would be
a show that sponsors could s e ll.
The new managing director was Ms. Carolyn Bezenek. A former 
high school drama teacher in Helena, Itontana, she had been working 
at Actors' Theatre in Louisville, Kentucky, as head of its  apprentice 
program in conjunction with the Louisville school system. Kriley fe lt  
that of a ll the applicants she was best qualified to understand Montana 
and its  people and she had many personal contacts in the state. I t  
was hoped these considerations would help overcome her admittedly weak 
managerial background and lack of leadership experience.
Unfortunately they did not. Hired on September 1, Bezenek 
resigned on January 10, 1979. Among the reasons she listed for 
resigning was that she was not "prepared by experience or training to 
undertake the range of duties now assigned to the Managing Director."
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Two other reasons for her resignation deserve to be quoted in
their entirety, since i t  represents a recurring issue between man-
■> , •
aging directors and Kriley, the executive producer.
The fundraising activ ities  of the MRT thus far have focused 
on.local ticket sales, bookings, and grants. I and a ll of the 
FEDAPT consultants have repeatedly urged that the MRT look 
beyond the current sources (Montana Arts Council, University 
of Montana, National Endowment, and Western States) because 
they cannot possibly provide 100 percent of the funds necessary 
to support this very expensive form of regional theatre. The 
consultants and I are concerned that no organized plan has yet 
been advanced by the Producer [Kriley] for the development of 
a state-wide or regional board, and that no long-range fund- 
raisiog.plan has been submitted or implimented is ic ].
. . . Disagreement on the importance of written goals and 
objectives for the Montana Repertory Theatre. I feel i t  is 
imperative that the s ta ff and supporting agencies know why and 
for whom the MRT exists, and that both goals and objectives 
for reaching those goals be discussed, evaluated, and a rtic ­
ulated in written form. The Producer disagrees.Si4 /
! Kriley had good reasons for disagreeing. At that time, however,
they were based on instinct and he was not able to clearly express his 
reasons to Bezenek, s ta ff, faculty, or anyone else. The reasons, 
la ter expressed to the author, were that MRT was s t i l l  developing.
I t  was not yet established as a regional company. Financing was s t i l l  
uncertain. There was no loyalty or love of the company yet established 
within the state. Faced with these facts, Kriley fe lt  i t  would be 
disastrous to bind the company to a written statement of goals before 
i t  had time to define its e lf  and develop a purpose beyond general 
statements such as to bring the highest quality plays at an affordable 
price to the people of small- and medium-sized communities in the 
region.
I f  a specific statement of goals and objectives was established 
early, then people would have the opportunity to judge the company a
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success or a fa ilure based on that document. Kriley knew that MRT 
would need several years to even begin to find the form that would best 
be able to achieve the general statements about MRT's goals and until 
that time”i t  Would not make sense to spend the time and energy to 
develop a.document which might not last six months.
If..there were no love or loyalty to MRT except the s ta ff's , then 
how could an effective state-wide board be established? What would be 
the basis for its  commitment to making sacrifices and devoting time to 
sustaining,MRT?
f A final point Bezenek made in her le tte r  was that she had lost
the loyalty and trust of the s ta ff. This was true. She could be rude 
and in flex ib le . Like Dannenbaum, she did not enjoy booking, so once 
again Callaway had to assume that responsibility. While some booking 
had been done the previous spring most of i t  remained to be concluded 
that fa l l .  I t  was late to be booking a tour since most sponsors had 
already committed their funds. The result was a cut from a projected 
eight-week tour to a six-week tour.
Theatre-in-the-Schools Tour
While booking was being done and the problems with Bezenek 
continued to grow, another theatre-in-the-schools tour was being 
mounted. The Idaho Commission on the Arts contracted with MRT to 
present six weeks of workshops in Idaho schools during the fa l l .  In 
addition to the workshops developed for both elementary and high school 
students, two original productions were mounted. The elementary pro­
duction was entitled Wonders of the World and was created and directed
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by Bolton. Bezenek created and directed Play On for high school 
students.
The. company consisted of three Equity actors, one of whom was 
Callaway. Befcause of his talents as an actor and to save money, MRT 
offered him a contract and he joined Equity. There was also a stage 
manager/technician who toured with the company.
The company toured for five weeks doing residencies from one day 
to one week in length and visited ten Idaho c ities . I t  also worked 
for a week'.i.n schools in Missoula following the three-week rehearsal 
:f period.
During the fa ll Kriley also negotiated a contract with Missoula 
County for a Comprehensive Employment Training Act (CETA), contract, 
under the public service section. T it le  VI-A. With this contract MRT 
hired seven trainees—six in technical theatre and one in publicity 
and promotion.
The Winter Tour
The company did go out of state for the f irs t  time since 1972, 
visiting one town in Washington and two in Idaho. This was an impor­
tant step because i t  began to reestablish the name of the company as 
a regional repertory theatre. The tour visited sixteen Montana towns 
in addition to the Washington and Idaho communities. The average 
attendance for the year rose significantly , from 209 to 288.
Workshop attendance also increased. The actors had been more 
carefully interviewed in an attempt to learn i f  they would be satis­
factory teachers as well as actors. I t  was also decided that the 
workshops would only be offered to high school students. The previous
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year's experience proved that i t  was too much to expect people who were 
actors f irs t  and teachers second to work equally well with f ir s t  
graders and with seniors in high school. In addition to the workshops
J * • ,
the production of Play On was revived and toured as part of the in­
school workshop package.
The.tour in general was much smoother than the preceding year's 
tour. The technical snags had been smoothed out and an increase in 
the size of the tour crew, from four to fiv e , made i t  easier for the 
technicians,. The six actors were closer in ab ility  throughout the 
' cast and this made stronger shows. They were also more congenial 
people to work with than some of the members of the 1978 company and 
this alleviated the strain of touring.
The f irs t  student intern was added to the touring company as 
the property mistress. This was an important step for examining the 
possibility of integrating students with MRT. The questions involved 
how the internship would be handled academically, whether students 
would be accepted by the rest of the company, and whether students 
would have the emotional s ta b ility  and maturity needed for an extended 
tour.
The two directors, Ms. Elizabeth Ives from New York ( Plaza Suite) 
and Mr. Jeffrey Steitzer from Seattle (Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf?) ,  
did satisfactory jobs, although neither was quite as strong as 
Dannenbaum had been the year before. The set designs were again 
highly praised but the costume designs were critic ized .
Publicity was better but there was s t i l l  room for improvement.
The decision had been to concentrate on selling the name of MRT rather
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than the play tit le s  or the playwrights. Financially the company did 
much better, finishing with a d e fic it of only $11,000.
There were several s ta ff changes at the completion of the tour. 
Callaway resigned. He had received his training as a performer and 
wanted to attempt to break into the professional world as a performer 
now that he had his union card. He was also unhappy with the manage­
ment responsibilities which he had been forced to assume each year 
when the managing directors fa iled  to f u l f i l l  their responsibilities.
The.part-time student secretary was also terminated at the end 
of the year, as was the student who had been hired in February to 
assist her. One of them had handled typing and the other bookkeeping.
1979-1980
Mr/ Stephen Wing had been named acting managing director in 
February to replace Bezenek and he was named managing director in July. 
Kriley's decision to hire him was based upon the following factors.
He had a background in touring theatre, having worked with Shakespeare- 
in-the-Parks, based out of Montana State University, and had toured 
with MRT in both 1976 and 1979. He had limited management background; 
he had been production manager at the Loft Theatre in Bozeman in 
addition to some business classes in school. However, Wing had worked 
closely with Kriley for two years and had worked in the MRT office as 
an intern for a year. After Kriley, no one better understood the 
operations of MRT. As a native Montanan he was also able to deal 
effectively with the sponsors in the state and in neighboring rural 
states. I t  had been agreed earlie r that one day Wing would become 
managing director of MRT, but the day came sooner than expected.
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There were chances taken in hiring Wing. He was also unsure i f  
he could handle the job although he did want i t .  There were three 
other concerns. Because he had been a student of Kriley's could they 
now assume a hew working relationship as producer/managing director? 
Secondly, could Wing handle the responsibilities which two people with 
broader backgrounds and more experience could not? Finally, he could
be very critica l of himself and this could be destructive and
debilitating.
KrHéy, placed two restrictions on Wing. F irs t, Kriley would 
/  make a ll a rtis tic  decisions—show selection, directors, designers,
 ̂ and actors; and, secondly. Wing was not to fundraise. This was done
I  to help alleviate pressures on the new managing director.
!  This season saw some important internal changes besides a new
managing director. F irs t, Bolton took over the management of the 
theatre-in-the-schools program in addition to his teaching respon­
s ib ilit ie s . While this solved the immediate need for someone to 
head the program, i t  created problems la ter.
Another addition to the s ta ff was the hiring of a permanent 
half-time clerk-typist to handle the secretarial and bookkeeping duties. 
This greatly eased day-to-day operations. The position was f i l le d  by 
Ms. Nancy Fuller, an experienced office worker and former teacher.
A final addition was Ms. Joanne Pinaire, as director of publicity  
and audience development. She had worked at the Montana Committee for 
the Humanities as an editor. Her responsibilities included doing the 
publicity for the Department of Drama as well as for MRT. MRT paid
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the salary pf a ll three s ta ff positions, freeing the Department of 
Drama of that fiscal responsibility.
Planning for the year went smoothly. The productions selected 
were Ted T ille r 's  Count Dracula and Carlo Goldoni's A Servant of Two 
Masters, kriley directed the la tte r  and Ives returned to direct Count 
Dracula. . Actors were auditioned in New York and Seattle in August and 
hired by November 1979.
Six interns were selected to work with the three CETA and eight 
Equity peQP.l.e. Wing was the final member of the company. This was an 
/  especially large company for MRT to tour.
The designers were once again faculty members of the Department 
I  of Drama, and a ll three—-James (lig h ts ). B ill Raoul (sets), and Rick 
! Donnelly (cQStumes)—did outstanding jobs. Both shows were well
directed. I t  was the strongest season the company had had a r tis tic a lly . 
Praise from sponsors, audience members, and reviewers was of the 
highest order.
The tour was eleven weeks and the company performed th irty-e igh t 
times- Average attendance remained about the same as in the preceding 
year. The workshops were also well received in the schools. The in­
school performance, created by Bolton, was entitled With Love, from 
William Shakespeare, a compilation of Shakespearean love scenes with 
a connecting narrative.
The biggest problem that year was the d e fic it. I t  was $64,400, 
in spite of two new sources of funding. WESTAF provided underwriting 
money of 33 percent. This was important because Kriley and Wing 
raised the fees substantially—$2,000 for one day in Montana, $3,500
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for one day out of state. The lower in-state fee reflected the support 
received from MAC. Even with WESTAF underwriting of one-third of the 
fee, this, represented a substantial hike in the fee to the sponsor— 
from $800 to $1,334 in Montana. S t i l l ,  few sponsors were lost because 
of the increase in fees. The higher fees from booking (from $20,163 
in 1979 to $73,400 in 1980) could not offset the higher costs from 
such a large touring company. Kriley hoped to make up much of the 
difference in fundraising but simply did not have time to make an 
e ffo rt.
f  Support for the f ir s t  time also came from the NEA Theatre Program.
Like WESTAF, i t  did not grant any funds to an organization until its  
th ird year of operation. Normally, neither would fund a company until 
afte r a fourth or f if th  year of operation. I t  is a mark of the 
respect eàrned by the company's quality work that both WESTAF and NEA 
accepted MRT as soon as i t  was e lig ib le .
1980-1981
/
4
Because the campus was reeling under further cuts mandated by 
the legislature, the size of the d e fic it was almost enough to have the 
administration shut down the operation. Not only was i t  a burden which 
the university had to cary, but i t  was endangering the prospects of a 
new theatre/dance building which was being proposed to the legislature. 
This building was very important to the campus and to the Department 
of Drama. The department was housed in several buildings around 
campus. The main performing spaces were in the Fine Arts Building, 
bu ilt in 1936; Main Hall, the original building on campus; and the
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basement of the old science building, also bu ilt before the turn of 
the century.
Give# these two crises—cuts on the campus and a proposal for a 
new building, which was endangered by MRT's d e fic it—only two things 
saved the company. First was the energy of the new dean of the School 
of Fine Arts, Sister Kathryn Martin, and Kriley in defending the pro­
gram on campus. Second was the growing reputation of the company.
The university had invested heavily in the company and i t  was 
fe l t  that .to. shut down MRT would be to admit that the financial 
/  commitment had been a mistake. I t  was also a good program as i t
* attracted faculty to the Department of Drama as well as students. I t
I  was receiving growing national and regional recognition, as shown by
the NEA and WESTAF grants. I t  was a highly visible service that the 
university v#as providing. Finally , i f  the program was shut down, 
there was no hope of ever recouping the over $100,000 d e fic it. Thus, 
the university administration decided to continue support for MRT, 
including the annual $15,000 appropriation, with the understanding 
that MRT always present a balanced budget at the end of each year 
along with a payment on the d e fic it.
With pressure from the arts council, Kriley also established a 
state-wide advisory board. In 1980 the council stated that until a 
state-wide board was in place and functioning for MRT, MAC would not 
grant any more funding. This was a dangerous threat because MAC was 
granting over $20,000 a year to the company for its  program. The 
function of the board was in it ia l ly  two-fold. I t  was to raise money
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and was to promote MRT within the state. I t  would also remind the 
university of the support for MRT.
Because of the necessity of presenting a balanced budget there 
were some decisions which had to be made concerning s ta ff, once the 
university decided to allow MRT to continue. The most important was 
whether to- retain Pinaire or to hire one of the CETA employees,
Mr. Rick George, whom MRT had spent a great deal of time training and 
who had sk ills  that were needed during production and tour.
The.decision was to terminate Pinaire and keep George. While 
there were, very good and substantial reasons for the decision, i t  
could hurt MRT in the long run. The reasoning behind the decision 
I  went as follows. MRT and the Department of Drama were s t i l l  working 
together in.terms of sharing s ta ff and fa c ilit ie s . For the department 
i t  was fe lt  that the addition of another technician would be more 
valuable since the CETA program. T itle  VI-A program, was being phased 
out. Thus, as each CETA person le f t ,  he/she was replaced at a one-to- 
three ratio; i . e . ,  MRT's CETA trainees were reduced from seven to two. 
To help absorb the loss of s ta ff i t  was deemed important to retain the 
trainee who was considered the most valuable. I t  was fe lt  that 
Pinaire's duties could be absorbed by MRT's managing director and a 
graduate assistant. The results were satisfactory for the short-term 
publicity needs of MRT, but Pinaire was just beginning to make contacts 
which were important to the goal of increasing recognition of MRT. All 
publicity from 1967 onward had been promoting each individual season, 
rather than the company as an institution. This kept its  reputation 
and name limited to theatre people. Pinaire was the f irs t  person on
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MRT's s ta ff ,to have the time to devote to making MRT's name known.
While this might be rectified  in the future, and indeed must happen i f  
MRT is to^sürvive and thrive, this decision to cut the development 
position in favor of a technician slowed down the process. At the 
time, however, i t  seemed a wise decision. The publicity needs were 
handled satisfactorily and i t  was planned that George would receive 
additional training and could in the future act as the tour manager.
While these events were occurring, planning continued for the 
1981 season.. Kriley selected Bernard Shaw's Arms and the Man and 
James Goldman's The Lion in Winter as the two productions. Kriley 
directed the Goldman play and Steitzer was the guest director for 
! Arms and the Man. The company was composed of six Equity people,
/ three student actors, four student technicians, George, and Wing. I t  
toured for eight weeks, visiting communities in Wyoming, Colorado,
Utah, Oregon, Washington, and Idaho as well as Montana. Both shows 
were very strong, the finest yet produced by the company. The set 
designs were good but the costumes were not as well conceived and con­
structed as the preceding year's. The publicity campaign and materials 
were well thought out and extensive, based upon the models established 
a year ea rlie r by Pinaire. Yet, for a ll that, audiences, as indicated 
above, were smaller in size, an average of 225. The tour company 
members did not get along with each other as well as previous companies. 
This was partly due to one of the professional actors, who was simply 
a d iff ic u lt  personality. The second reason was that the student 
interns were not as emotionally stable as the group from the 1980 tour. 
There were also major health problems on tour for the f ir s t  time.
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requiring the replacement of two company members, one permanently after  
open heart surgery and one for two weeks because of a slipped disc.
1981-1982
A review of the budget showed that George's position would have 
to be terminated. No funds were available to support the position.
The shows for the 1982 season were Neil Simon's Chapter Two 
and Noel Coward's Private Lives, both selected because of the ir small 
casts, which had become a necessity because of the tight budget.
The directors for 1982 were Bolton (Chapter Two) and veteran 
Montana director, Mr. Larry Barsness (Private Lives). Costume designs 
were by faculty and students of the Department of Drama. Set designs 
were by Department of Drama designer, Raoul (Chapter Two) and two 
guest designers, Mr. William Forrester from the University of 
Washington (Private Lives) and Mr, Christopher Frandsen, from the 
University of California at Fullerton (Ionesco's The Lesson). Kriley 
directed the in-school performance but the workshops themselves were 
developed by the actors.
The quality of the shows remained very high, although not at the 
level of 1981. The tour company members were congenial, which was a 
re lie f  a fter the tension from the year before. Composed of four Equity 
people,two student actors, three student technicians, a student 
assistant stage manager, George (hired for the tour only), and Wing, 
the company visited six states, doing th irty-four performances in 
eight weeks. Audience response was enthusiastic and the average 
audience was larger.
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Review of 1976-1982
These last six years have seen a transformed and renewed MRT, 
largely to the five constants- The two primary factors have been 
the coimitment of Kriley to MRT and the support of the university.
The other constants, while not as important, were major elements in 
the revitalization process.
MRT Goals ■
Quality productions. After studying MRT and its  past history, 
the very f ir s t  decision which Kriley and Dannenbaum reached was that 
a ll of the shows presented would have to be quality productions, both 
in acting and directing and visually. The only way to ensure this 
quality would be to use professional actors and proven directors and 
to upgrade the quality of Department of Drama faculty designers.
While neither man was naive enough to assume that an Equity card 
endowed an actor with ta lent, i t  did show that a member of Equity who 
worked with regularity had some a b ility .
Service to state and region. MRT would provide service to the 
region in it ia lly  through the public performances, workshops, and the 
theatre-in-the-schools program. In 1977 no other services were 
planned for the near future nor have any been in itia ted .
Interaction with departmental train ing. Originally, connections 
between the Department of Drama and MRT were to be very lim ited. For 
the most part MRT would make use of the services of the faculty. This 
was done to help establish in everyone's mind that MRT was now a 
professional company.
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Members of the company were encouraged to v is it classrooms and
to meet students on a one-to-one basis and students were permitted to
. ■
attend rehearsals. Formal student work with the company was limited 
to three graduate students. One designed costumes and two assisted 
in publicity and promotion.
In 1979 the decision was made, consciously or unconsciously, 
to begin having students become members of the touring company. One 
of the thirteen people in the company was a student. The next year 
students ,were given acting assignments as well as technical assign- 
/ ments and the practice has continued since then.
 ̂ For the majority of the students, however, contact was s t i l l
 ̂ limited. Only two attempts were made to have a guest a rtis t teach
/
 ̂ intensively. In 1980 one actor gave a three-week class in stage
combat and in 1982 one guest designer held a graduate seminar over 
a period of a month.
Presently the Department of Drama and MRT s ta ff are studying ways 
to increase interaction. Twelve are listed below:
1. Continue the intern program of selecting outstanding students 
to be part o f the tour company as actors, technicians, and stage 
managers
2. Continue employing a graduate student as an intern in 
publicity and promotion and as advance person for the company
3. Continue to develop the idea of using outstanding design 
students to design sets and costumes for in-school productions and 
allow extraordinarily talented students to design lights or costumes 
for the larger productions
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4. Continue to allow outstanding students to handle a ll 
assignments in regard to recorded sound needs
5. I Allow graduate students to assist in the development of 
each year's theatre-in-the-schools program, both the performance and 
the workshops.
6. Select outstanding student directors to work with MRT 
directors, possibly as assistant directors
7. For an additional fee or some kind of service, have guest 
actors conduct classes while they are on campus
8. Bring in a director or a designer at the beginning of 
fa ll  quarter as an artist-in-residence, teaching classes as well as
4
f designing or directing a production—for MRT during winter quarter 
they would have one or two students who would have an intensive 
production experience by working closely with the a rtis t in a 
master/student relationship
9. Continue to require students in Acting I to attend at 
least three rehearsals, keep a log, and discuss in their acting 
classes what they have seen
10. Establish a seminar class dealing with professional 
theatre and touring—directors, designers, actors, managers, and 
student interns would v is it the class to present their views of the 
professional world and show a different view of the theatre world 
than that presented by the resident faculty
11. Bring in professional technicians such as costume cutters, 
scenic artis ts , audio engineers early enough to do some teaching as 
well as demonstrate their craft while mounting MRT productions
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12. Employ on the tour crew a professional technician to
provide expertise and leadership
•>
Touring ' «
This constant became important because of the costs involved with
the union actors. During the final year of the student company, 1976,
no salaries had been paid except to faculty members. Lodging was
taken care of and a meal allowance of $7.50 per day was paid. In 1978
salaries fo r actors and technicians were $210.00 per week; per diem on 
. . . .
tour was $20.00. In 1982 those figures had climbed to $300.00 and 
$42.50, respectively. To pay those kind of costs required a great 
increase in income,
Fundi ng
Financial support for the company has grown considerably.
Public granting agencies have accounted for 49.3 percent of MRT's 
budget the past five years; corporate donations and other fundraising 
efforts have accounted for 8.9 percent (see Appendix I ) .  But what is 
important is that 8.9 percent equals over $67,500. This to ta l, while 
i t  might be small for many non-profit corporations, is several times 
the total amount raised by MRT between 1967 and 1976. More important 
than the total is that i t  shows MRT is beginning to build a base of 
support in the private sector.
The state legislature has also recognized MRT's growth as a 
producing organization by awarding i t  $21,600 over the 1981-1983 
biennium. This support w ill be crucial to the continued growth of the 
company.
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The increase In ticket prices and tour fees has increased earned 
income from $90,700 for the f ir s t  nine years to $207,000 for the past 
five (see,Appendix J). In flation has accounted for some of the rise 
but not completely. The fee for one day's activ ity  has increased 
400 percent in Montana and 700 percent out of Montana, proving that 
people w ill pay for a quality product.
MRT and UM -
Two.clear conclusions emerge from a review of UN's support for 
MRT. F irst, MRT would not exist without the university and secondly, 
UM is a strong supporter of MRT and its  goals.
Only the size and power of an institution such as a university 
could allow one man's dream to become a rea lity  with very l i t t l e  money 
having to be laid out for a rtis ts , equipment, administrative costs, 
physical plant, and production s ta ff. Only such an institution could 
carry a d e fic it of over $100,000 until MRT can pay i t  o ff. And only 
an institution the size of UM can shelter a company during d if f ic u lt  
economic times and allow i t  to continue to produce. In the past year 
over one hundred professional companies have folded, many with longer 
histories than MRT, but they did not have a parent institution which 
absorbed many of the operating costs, as does MRT.
Equally important is the demonstrated commitment UM has shown 
in MRT. Professor Alan Cook's be lie f was wrong; UM stands clearly and 
publicly in support of MRT. There have been numerous occasions when 
i t  would have been possible and ju s tifiab le  to close MRT down.
Instead, the university has a line item in its  budget for MRT and
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allows i t  to continue with a large d e fic it. Clearly a ll administrations 
have fe lt  as President Robert Pantzer did in 1967 when he wrote,
'the permanent home of the Montana Repertory Theatre is the 
University of Montana and rightly  so, for i t  is the desire of 
the University not merely to shelter the arts , but to provide 
them with the talent and resources that they need in order to 
servo the vital cultural needs of the entire Northwest.52
\ ‘ . / 
Drama Chairman
Without a doubt MRT's present position is due to the efforts of 
Kriley. He had made i t  clear when he accepted the job as chairman that ' 
he would make MRT a fu lly  professional company. To ensure quality in 
designers’ and directors he replaced faculty and sta ff who were not up
4 to professional and university standards. New faculty members were 
i
hired who' not only wanted to help build an effective training program 
but who were capable of accomplishing i t .  He also looked for people 
who expressed a commitment to stay in Missoula for several years to 
accomplish the job. This type of commitment began to provide a sense 
of history which was necessary to the reconstruction process.
The new faculty were also anxious to help in building MRT. Like 
Brown before him, Kriley announced what he was going to do, sought 
faculty advice and support, and then went ahead with his plans. Those 
who wished to join him could and the newer faculty members usually did.
This movement and sense of direction raised morale and within a 
year the number of majors had increased from 78 to 110. Another morale 
booster was Kriley's announced commitment to build MRT and the 
Department of Drama into nationally respected programs. To do this 
would take fifteen to twenty years and he was prepared to make that 
commitment.
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Kriley was like Brown in two other ways which benefited MRT. He 
was a good idea man and he had extraordinary energy. These two tra its  
complemented each other and allowed him to accomplish the steps needed 
to put MRT and the Department of Drama on the path towards the goals 
he set for them.
Kriley also aggressively sought funds. He and Dean Kiley 
obtained the $15,000 commitment from UM. Under Kriley, MRT kept MAC'S 
support and he applied for and received grants from NEA and WESTAF the 
moment MRT-was e lig ib le . He won a large CETA contract. He met with 
businessmen to explore ways of raising money. All of this work allowed 
MRT to operate as a professional company, something many believed was
4
I  impossible in Montana.
He also had courage. He was w illing to take risks to achieve 
his aims br to sell a bold plan to the faculty or an administrator.
He was w illing to defic it spend i f  i t  was necessary. He was w illing  
to take a chance on hiring young people with limited experience, i f  
they looked like  they would produce.
A final positive t r a it  was that Kriley was a visionary. He had 
a vision of what MRT and the Department of Drama could be. And he had 
the commitment, ideas, energy, and courage to make them happen.
There was another side to the coin. Kriley found i t  d if f ic u lt  
to le t go of a project which he fe lt  deeply about, especially when he 
was beginning i t  and the project needed care. When he arrived in 
Missoula he had to put most of his energy into the Department of Drama 
and so he invested much of the a rtis tic  and operational control in 
Dannenbaum because he trusted him. When Dannenbaum was professionally
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unable to effectively use his authority, Kriley assumed control and 
was unable to release i t  again to Bezenek. Only a professional trust 
b u ilt upon, three years of a close working relationship with Wing 
allowed Kriley to again begin relinquishing control to the third  
managing director, but that control was not as complete as he had 
allowed Dannenbaum.
Those decisions which Kriley maintained as his prerogatives 
were often crucial to planning and scheduling. These decisions were 
often delayjad past a reasonable deadline, and this led to fric tion  
with Wing.
The delays were due to the chairman's involvement in many other 
f projects. Thus, when MRT decisions were needed, Kriley was not always 
available because of more pressing deadlines for other projects. The 
choices for MRT required considered and thoughtful decisions and could 
not be made with only a few moment's thought. He needed outlets for 
his energy, however, and became involved in many campus, community, 
state, regional, and national projects. This scattered focus some­
times did not allow him to spend the time on MRT decisions when i t  
was required.
Because he was an idea man, new projects constantly suggested 
themselves to him. I t  seemed as i f  he became bored with ea rlie r  
challenges and searched for new ones. Once a project reached a level 
of s tab ility  he would put someone in charge. There would be periodic 
bursts of activ ity  and interest but not the same care he used to begin 
a project. By retaining the authority to make several important
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decisions, however, he frustrated the managing director and created 
tension when those decisions were not made in a timely manner.
There is no doubt that Kriley wants MRT to be successful and has 
made and w ill continue to make great sacrifices in time and energy for 
the company. At the same time he is unable to put the energy into 
the company in a timely manner because he is involved with many other 
projects also important to UM and the Department of Drama which require 
his time in reaching considered decisions or in getting them o ff the 
ground. , V . .
The Variables
Faculty support and involvement. The growth of MRT was affected 
by the variables as well as the constants. Faculty support has already 
been discussed. I t  tended to come from the newer faculty members.
The senior members of the faculty presented an attitude of neutrality  
toward the project. James has loyally supported MRT and has given 
valuable advice to both Kriley and Wing. By the 1983 season a ll drama 
faculty members w ill have been involved in MRT and interest in the 
company is building.
Student support and involvement. Students appear to be looking 
at MRT internships as something to strive towards, especially technical 
theatre majors and graduate student actors. Because actors and at 
least one director are brought in every year this has eliminated the 
total faculty involvement which shut down the department and raised 
complaints from students. There are s t i l l  some related problems in 
the technical theatre area but bringing in a guest designer helped 
to eliminate them.
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Organizational structure. MRT seems to have settled into a 
structure that is comfortable and workable. Daily operations and 
decision;màking are handled by the managing director and the adminis- 
trative assistant/secretary. Ultimate control rests with Kriley as 
executive producer. The one weak link is the workshop/theatre-in-the- 
schools project which has no one person responsible for i t .  The pro­
motion and publicity has been adequately handled by the managing 
director, a graduate student intern, and graphic services on campus.
Touring area. MRT now vis its  a seven-state region. This has 
necessitated higher costs in terms of gasoline, vehicle rental costs, 
and travel-only days. On the positive side MRT has become a
4
f regionally recognized company which presents quality productions.
I t  also begins to serve the goal of MRT as a service for the region.
MRT and professionalism. Originally Kriley worked toward a 
company composed entirely of Equity actors, but in recent years the 
company has been a mixture of professionals and students. The tour 
crew is largely student. The reasons for this are two-fold: f ir s t ,  
the prohibitive cost of a fu ll Equity company and jobbed-in techni­
cians—this needs no further examination or comment. The second reason 
is philosophical. I t  hinged on the question of how valuable a fu lly  
professional but separate company in residence would be to a training 
program as opposed to a mixed company of professionals and students.
The "educator" within Kriley answered the la tte r  and MRT began to use 
students as part of the touring company—to date, a very successful mix.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION 
Funding Needs
The 1982-1983 year w ill be an important one in MRT's history. 
Factors internal and external w ill affect the company and could 
establish a new direction the company w ill follow for the next 
several years.
External Factors
The most important external factor is funding. MRT, to date, 
has relied heavily on "soft money" and the imbalance needs to be 
correctedi .A ll signs point to a decrease of public money available 
to support the arts. MRT saw the loss of a ll CETA funds when 
T itle  VI-A was eliminated. WESTAF has announced that beginning the 
1983-1984 year funds available to touring companies w ill be drastically  
reduced. NEA's budget is being reduced by President Reagan. MAC's 
federal appropriation is being cut and the Montana legislature shows 
no signs of willingness to replace the lost federal money. UM w ill 
continue cash support, increasing approximately ten percent a year 
from the base of $15,000 in 1980-1981.
While all these sources w ill remain important to the future of 
MRT, there are only two courses le f t  open to significant amounts of 
money. The f ir s t  is referred to throughout the arts community of
102
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Montana as the coal tax money. The State of Montana created a trust 
fund with Income provided by the coal severance tax. House B ill 550, 
Section 2v-signed in May 1979 established guidelines for cultural or 
aesthetic projects and funding for these projects would come from a 
percentage of the trust fund.
MRTVâpplied for and received a grant of $21,600 from the fund 
for the 1981-1983 biennium. There are indications that funding could 
be secured at a much higher level of $60,000 to $70,000 for a 
bienniumi’ 'This is based on people's perceptions of MRT as a cultural 
resource,, its  history as one of the oldest and most reliable touring 
companies.in Montana, and, especially since 1977, its  professional 
/ standards. However, legislators are not always a dependable source
/ of revenue and i t  is just as possible that MRT would receive no
/ increase i.n.funding or could even lose the funding i t  presently is
receiving from the fund.
The other source of income which would be guaranteed after  
three or four years would be the establishment of a trust fund for 
MRT. MRT is presently waiting for the announcement as to whether or 
not i t  w ill receive an NEA challenge grant. This grant would be the 
basis of an MRT foundation. The application requested $125,000 which 
would be matched at a three-to-one ratio within three years. The 
UM Foundation would be the organization responsible for steering the 
campaign, since MRT does not have the s ta ff or s ta ff expertise to run 
such an effo rt.
An agency which w ill be valuable in assisting the UM Foundation 
is MRT's Advisory Board. After two years of operation i t  is becoming
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clear that what was believed to be the board's chief function, fund­
raising, was in error. Simply having members spread across the state 
instead pf centered in one locality  prohibits the board from success­
fu lly  raising large amounts of money. One person in Billings or in 
Miles City, working alone with no s ta ff support from MRT, is not only 
going to feel very isolated but w ill feel like  one's task of raising, 
for example, $5,000 is a crushing burden. The board's benefit and 
strength w ill be to make contacts and supply names of potential donors 
to MRT and-the UM Foundation.
I t  must also act as a public voice for MRT. The members can 
help in building public recognition of MRT as an institution. They
4
I  can keep the name before the state legislature as i t  meets to consider 
/  funding requests in regards to the coal tax money. To businesses
within the .state they can act as advocates to convince them to donate 
materials and services to MRT.
Internal Factors
There are two important internal factors which w ill affect MRT. 
F irst, MRT must continue to receive the support of the dean of the 
School of Fine Arts and the UM administration.
Secondly, the Department of Drama faculty must become more 
involved. This must be a two-way street. Not only must the company 
wish their services and advice but they must choose to become 
actively involved and be w illing  to make the sacrifices that colleagues 
such as Bolton, Raoul, and James have made over the years. Only with 
the faculty's active support and involvement can MRT and the Department 
of Drama create a company which w ill benefit both.
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A List of Suggestions 
As MRT evolves into the company that is most effective in terms 
of its  goals and purposes, there are suggestions for future policy and 
decisions which might be useful.
MRT and the Department of Drama should continue their jo in t 
planning. ’.' There are certainly benefits for both units. MRT's 
benefits have been well documented but in recent years there have been 
concrete benefits to the department and i t  would be well to document 
these. ‘
1. MRT's managing director assists with a ll departmental 
publicity, is responsible for the box o ffice , and does some teaching.
/ 2. MRT grants one graduate assistantship each year and the
/ recipient, is primarily a Department of Drama assistant
3. Because MRT productions require many hours of time to 
construct and because MRT's tour crew often consists of three or 
four of the better technical theatre students, MRT makes a sizable 
contribution to hiring undergraduate students for work in the shops
4. MRT continues to purchase lighting and sound equipment 
which, when not in use, is available for Department of Drama pro­
ductions; i t  also purchases capital equipment items for the shop 
which are used the year-round
5. MRT and the department offices work closely together, 
sharing supplies and services as well as the use of s ta ff i f  a major 
project of either requires i t
6. MRT attracts students to UM
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As MRT,makes more of a conmitment to use students, i t  becomes 
important to ensure the quality of the productions does not suffer.
To date they have not, but as 1983 approaches i t  appears the Department 
of Drama is entering one of the cycles when the number of qualified  
students is down, both in acting and technical theatre.
There are already preliminary discussions about the need to go 
to other campuses to find the needed students. While there is nothing 
wrong with bringing in students, i t  should be because of a desire to 
be of service.to other schools or the need for a specific type or 
f  s k i l l ,  not l?ecause the department cannot furnish standard needs such 
 ̂ as an ingenue, a wardrobe person, or a carpenter.
I One solution to this would be for MRT and/or the Department of
y Drama to rejoin the University/Resident Theatre Association (U/RTA). 
U/RTA is a division of the American Theatre Association which includes 
colleges which have Equity companies in residence. They offer pro­
fessional training leading to an M.F.A. degree. Often there are 
internships provided with the resident company. The advantage for 
Missoula would be the unified auditions held under U/RTA auspices at 
which hundreds of seniors, who were nominated by their colleges, 
audition or present their portfolios. There would be costs involved.
The fee for membership is $500; perhaps i t  could be jo in tly  paid for 
by both MRT and the department. There would be travel expenses to 
get faculty to the auditions to represent the university, but perhaps 
the dean of the School of Fine Arts would have funds available, since 
i t  would be a recruiting tr ip . Perhaps funding could be divided between 
a ll three funding sources.
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The workshop/theatre-in-the-schools program must have a decision 
made about its  future—should i t  be saved or eliminated? I f  i t  is the 
former theri.it should not continue as i t  is presently structured. As 
i t  now stan"ds, i t  is a step-child—underfunded, understaffed, always 
having to wait until the two main productions are mounted. The word 
"main" in.. the preceding sentence clearly illustrates the attitude of 
a ll presently involved with MRT, with, the possible exception of 
Bolton, whose primary responsibility is not theatre-in-the-schools 
but teaching acting at UM.
./ The easiest way for this program to be successful again would
' /f * • » j
./ be to return to the plan of a separate company touring independently 
during th e .fa ll and with the larger company during the winter. Money 
being tig h t, i t  would probably have to be a student company operating 
jo in tly  under an MRT/Department of Drama banner.
The company would be composed of three to five students who 
would present a production, workshops, or a combination of both. MRT 
would supply the management and the department the a rtis tic  leadership; 
Appendix K presents a possible program outline. What must happen i f  
MRT decides.the program is important, and everyone seems to believe 
that i t  is , is that adequate time must be allowed to prepare i t ,  
something that has not happened since 1979.
A final need is to begin serious long-range planning, especially 
i f  MRT receives the NEA challenge grant. There are three needs which 
must be addressed—additional s ta ff, touring larger-cast shows 
occasionally, and securing additional graduate assistantships.
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The most important s ta ff position which is needed is publicity 
and audience development, which was lost in 1980. The new position 
would have, to have additional responsibilities in the area of fund­
raising. I t  would require someone with great energy and a real zeal 
to make the arts successful. The position would obviously cost money 
to f i l l  and i t  cannot be established in the next year or two. But in
the long-range planning, serious consideration should be given to
adding that s ta ff position.
The .fully mounted productions w ill remain small cast for a few 
/  more years and Montana w ill probably never see a thirty-two member 
touring company again. But i t  would be pleasant to contemplate a 
I  season with a large-cast show of twelve to fifteen actors with eight 
! technicians and stage managers mounted every four or five years.
Again, sirtcp costs would be heavy, i t  would have to be planned for 
in long-range planning, but i t  is certainly a worthwhile goal. I t  
would allow for a wider selection of plays including period plays 
which tend to have larger casts and so are unavailable to MRT at 
present.
Finally, i f  MRT plans to continue to use students, and a ll
signs indicate that i t  w il l ,  additional funds would have to be avail­
able for graduate student assistantships or scholarships. Presently, 
the department offers six assistantships and MRT one. An ideal 
design/technical program would offer fifteen and acting directing, 
twelve and there would be three in management. But since th irty  
assistantships is clearly out of the question, i t  would be nice to 
have double what is presently available. Since i t  seems that the
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legislature, is unlikely to grant enough funds for this to happen, the 
only avenue available is to approach private businesses about estab­
lishing scholarships in the companies' names. While this would take 
leg work and time, i t  certainly should be explored.
Summary
I t  is important in ending this paper to draw some conclusions 
about MRT, the benefits and lia b ilit ie s  to the Department of Drama, 
and to attempt to make some judgments on the a rtis tic  contributions 
to Montana. I t  is also important to try  to see MRT's place in the 
performing arts in Montana and,given the large amounts of funds to 
keep the company going, to judge i f  i t  "is a good and positive 
cultural and educational program for the University of Montana, the 
State of Montana, and the Northern Rocky Mountain Region," and 
worth continuing.
As has been made clear throughout this paper MRT would not and 
could not exist without UM and the Department of Drama. But perhaps 
i t  has not been stressed enough the importance of MRT to the Department 
of Drama. A study of the appendixes w ill show that since 1967-1968, 
faculty and drama majors have increased dramatically. MRT cannot claim 
fu ll credit for this growth, but one can infer i t  was a major factor. 
Within two years of the formation of MRT the number of majors had 
nearly trebled and growth in the department remained steady until MRT 
began to have problems in terms of direction and focus. Following the 
success of A Midsummer Night's Dream in 1975 the number of majors 
leaped, only to drastically fa ll o ff following the demoralizing year of
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1975-1976. With the reformed MRT the numbers again began to rise.
Talks with new students and with faculty indicate that some of them 
were attracted to UM because of the presence of MRT.
v-n
Another positive aspect for the department is the direct finan­
cial assistance MRT provides through wages for student part-time help, 
graduate assistantships, travel, and equipment purchases. An 
examination of Appendix L shows that, excluding equipment money, the 
budget for 1981-1982 was less than the budget for 1974-1975, and once 
in flation is figured in the disparity of the 1981-1982 budget is even 
greater. Thus, the $8,000-$12,000 put into the department operations 
becomes v ita l to allowing the Department of Drama to maintain a viable 
I training and production program.
/ One,final benefit which is more d iff ic u lt  to measure is the
positive influence the professional nature of MRT has had upon the 
faculty and students and the training program in general. Because MRT 
stresses quality of production and, especially since 1978 has been 
touring as a professional Equity company, a ll facets of its  operation 
have demanded a quality of work above what was expected from department 
productions, because the department productions are a learning experi­
ence. However, MRT audiences are buying a professional product and 
their expectations are greater. This demand for higher standards has 
been expected from faculty and students who worked directly with the 
company and has then been carried back to their work within the 
department. As everyone else in the department then had to meet the ir  
peers' expectations, the level of acceptable work within the department 
was raised and continues to rise.
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The opportunity for faculty and students to work with guest 
artists who did not know their ab ilitie s  or reputations, challenges 
the UM people to extend themselves beyond what is normally expected. 
Faculty growth is also aided by being able to concentrate simply on 
directing a show rather than having to teach acting at the same time. 
They also have the opportunity to attend professional auditions, to 
ta lk  to working professionals to find out what is currently happening 
in the non-educational theatre world, and to work with guest designers 
or directors who bring new perspectives to the campus.
/  MRT's productions for the past five years have been good, solid,
professional shows that the company and UM can be proud of. People
4
 ̂ who have seen the shows, whether they were trained in theatre or not, 
have praised the company. MRT has been and w ill continue to f i l l  the 
role of the company which presents plays in a traditional proscenium 
setting from a repertoire of classics and standard works. There has 
been no attempt to present non-traditional plays except in the theatre- 
in-the-SchOols program. This role is important to the state and i t  is 
one which none of the other touring companies is fu lf i l l in g  or seeks 
to f u l f i l l ;  For the residents of the state i t  is important that a ll 
forms of theatre be available to them. And MRT presents one of the 
major theatre forms.
And, although this judgment is subjective, because the quality 
of MRT's productions are so high, other touring companies based in the 
state have been forced to raise their level of production or lose 
sponsors. This factor benefits theatre in general and is a positive
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development for the citizens of the state as the quality of theatre 
increases and audiences become more discriminating,
MRT.has survived fifteen years and is now one of the oldest 
companies in the state. The reason seems to be because i t  is a "good 
and positive" organization, f i l l in g  a cultural need that the people 
of Montana--̂ want in their lives. There are strong reasons to believe 
that MRT w ill survive, although the struggle for s tab ility  s t i l l  con­
tinues. Its  goals are being fu lf i l le d , perhaps not as completely as 
was hoped',, but work is always being done towards complete achievement.
/  To ensure its  survival one of the primary projects for MRT is to edu-
i cate the people of the region about the costs involved in a professional 
touring theatre company. 
f All of, this is not to deny that MRT could cease very suddenly.
Theatre is a risky business even in the best of economic times, and 
there are so many possibilities and variables which are in play. The 
university or the State of Montana might not carry MRT's d e fic it; or 
the union might cut its  own throat and continue to raise minimum wages 
and benefits, forcing the company out of business; or the large amounts 
of money which w ill be needed w ill not be secured. I t  is unfortunate, 
but the performing arts are not yet a permanent part of our society 
and until they are, MRT or any performing arts company is susceptible 
to a sudden and unexpected demise. Regardless of a ll the planning and 
hard work, chance does play a part until a company is firm lyjes- 
tablished.
/
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But Montana Repertory Theatre has a strong chance to reach that 
point. Too many people and institutions have made a commitment to 
and see the need for such a company. MRT its e lf  seems to have re- 
established a sense of direction and history which is important to 
its  continued growth and s ta b ility .
4
/
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FOOTNOTES
1. From "There's No Business Like Show Business," in Annie Get 
Your Gun by Irving Berlin.
2. Throughout th is paper a ll references w ill be Department of
Drama. The dance division was added in the fa ll of 1972. The 
department name, became Department of Drama/Dance in the fa ll of 1976.
3. University of Montana B ulletin , No. 414, July 1947, p. 96.
4. University of Montana B ulletin , No. 426, July 1949, p. 86.
5. University of Montana B ulletin , No. 473, July 1957, p. 26.
/
6. Firman H. Brown, J r . ,  "A History of Theatre in Montana,"
 ̂ (Ph.D. dissertation. University of Wisconsin, 1963), pp. 646-647.
7. -Firman H. Brown, J r . ,  Chairman of the Department of Drama
' to Robert Johns, President of the University of Montana, 11 February 
1966, Department of Drama/Dance f i le s , Missoula.
8. Firman H. Brown, J r . ,  Chairman of the Department of Drama 
to the Montana Arts Council, 20 March 1967, Montana Arts Council 
f i le s , Missoula (hereafter cited as Brown to MAC).
9. Actors' Equity Association is one of the branches of the 
Associated Actors and Artistes of America (4A's). I t  covers actors 
and stage managers in, liv e  theatre productions. I t  has contracts for 
several different theatre operations such as Broadway, Off-Broadway, 
Dinner Theatre, etc. MRT operated under a contract for League of 
Resident Theatre (LORT) and presently i t  operates under a University/ 
Resident Theatre Association (U/RTA) contract.
Other unions operating as a part of 4A's include the American 
Federation of Television and Radio Artists (AFTRA) covering actors, 
singers, dancers, newscasters, announcers, sound effects a r tis ts , disc 
jockeys, graphic a rtis ts , and supernumeraries appearing on radio, 
recordings, and liv e  or taped television productions. There is the 
American Guild of Musical Artists (AGMA) covering singers, choreo­
graphers, dancers, stage managers, and instrumentalitsts who work 
primarily in large Las Vegas-type shows and the American Guild of 
Variety Artists (AGVA) covering cabaret, vaudeville, circus, and 
burlesque performers. The fina l two branches are Screen Actors Guild 
(SAG) and Screen Extras Guild (SEG). SAG covers actors in film s, voice 
overs, and filmed television productions. SEG covers film  extras.
The 4A's a ll operate under AFL-CIO charters.
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10. Brown to MAC.
11. Interview with Firman H. Brown, J r . ,  Chairman, Drama 
Department,; Ohio State University, Columbus, 13 May 1982.
12. Charles W. Bolen, program notes for Montana Repertory 
Theatre, 1968 season.
13. Interview with David Nelson, Executive Director, and Jo-Anne 
Mussulman, Grants Officer, Montana Arts Council, Missoula, 6 May 1982.
14. "All information on house counts and audience size are from 
figures on f i le  in the offices of the Department of Drama/Dance, 
University of Montana, Missoula.
15. I t  is my belief that this figure must include students who 
participated.in workshops as well as audiences for the public perfor­
mances, both in Missoula and on tour. Otherwise the 425 average per 
performance seems very high, especially when one considers that six
of the twën'ty-four performances on tour were in Chester and Poplar, 
Montana. These two towns together did not have 4,000 total population. 
The 15,000 figure came from a note in the 1968 MRT summer season 
program.
16. Charles W. Bolen, program notes for Montana Repertory Theatre, 
1968 season.
17. Brown to MAC.
18. From a financial report by M. V. Melosi, 22 November 1967, 
Department of Drama/Dance f i le s . University of Montana, Missoula.
19. This has been standard practice throughout the years. The 
Department of Drama/Dance absorbed some MRT expenses into one of two 
accounts—the university appropriation (account number 167, la te r 1058) 
or the Associated Students of the University of Montana appropriation 
for the Montana Masquers (account number 905-1) The Montana Masquers 
was the student drama club but was administered by the chairman of
the Department of Drama/Dance.
20. "Repertory Group Endears Boy of 6," Montana Kaimin,
12 April 1968, p. 7.
21. Ib id ., p. 7.
22. Brown to MAC.
23. Ibid.
24. Interview with Richard H. James, Department of Drama/Dance, 
University of Montana, Missoula, 4 May 1982.
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25. Montana Repertory Theatre, summer season program, 1968.
26. Montana Repertory Theatre, "A Proposal To Establish a 
Professional Touring Repertory Theatre Company To Serve the Northern 
Rocky Mountain States of Montana, Wyoming, Idaho, and sections of Utah, 
Washington», and Western North and South Dakota," Missoula, Montana,
no date (typewritten).
27. Interview with Firman H. Brown, J r ., Chairman, Drama 
Department, Ohio State University, Columbus, 13 May 1982.
. . . .
28. “Leonard Randolph, "Montana Repertory Theatre," evaluation 
report to National Endowment for the Arts, Washington, D.C., no date, 
March 1969, p. 18.
29. .Ib id ., p. 17.
30. Ib id ., p. 20.
31.' Firman H. Brown, J r .,  Chairman of the Department of Drama 
to Robert T. Pantzer, President, University of Montana, 9 June 1969, 
4 University of Montana Archives, Missoula.
32. '"Repertory Theater brings drama to towns," Montana Kaimin.
11 February 1971, p. 10.
33. Interview with David Nelson, Executive Director, and Jo-Anne 
Mussulman, Grants Officer, Montana Arts Council, Missoula, 6 May 1982.
34. Interview with Richard H. James, Department of Drama/Dance, 
University of Montana, Missoula, 4 May 1982.
35. Alan Cook, "Report on Montana Repertory Theater and Its  
Future," Department of Drama f ile s . University of Montana, Missoula, 
no date, p. 2.
36. Ib id ., p. 1.
37. Ib id ., pp. 3-4.
38. Ib id ., p. 10.
39. Ibid.
40. Richard H. James, et. a l . ,  "Reorganization of the Montana 
Repertory Theater," report, 28 March 1973, p. 1.
41. Ib id ., p. 2.
42. Ib id ., p. 4.
43. Ib id ., p. 3.
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44. Peter O'Rourke, MRT Managing Director to Richard James, 
Chairman, Executive Board, MRT, 16 April 1976, MRT f ile s , Missoula.
45. Interview with Kenneth Ott, alumnus of UM, 23 May 1982.
i'
46. 'Richard H. James to Firman H. Brown, J r . ,  5 March 1970, 
Department of Drama/Dance f i le s . University of Montana, Missoula.
47. Leonard Randolph, "Montana Repertory Theatre," evaluation 
report to NEA, Washington, B.C., no date, March 1969, pp. 7, 18.
48. This image of James was put together from reading documents 
in MRT, Department of Drama/Dance, and MAC file s ; interviews with 
faculty and administrators, past and present at UM, and MAC s ta ff 
members.
49. -'•David Dannenbaum, Managing Director, MRT to MAC, no date,
MAC f ile s , Missoula.
if
/  50. Interview with James D. Kriley, Chairman, Department of
Drama/Dance, University of Montana, Missoula, 19 May 1982.
4
I  51. Carolyn Bezenek, Managing Director, MRT to James D. Kriley,
Producer, MRT, 10 January 1979, MRT f i le s . University of Montana,
/ Missoula.
52. prom an undated newspaper a rtic le  in MRT file s . There is 
no indication of what newspaper.
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APPENDIX A
COMPLETE LIST OF FACULTY WHO HAVE TAUGHT 
DRAMA AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA FROM 
1913 TO 1982 AND INCLUDING DANCE SINCE 1972
y
Until 1918 drama was taught as lite ra tu re , principally by George 
F. Reynolds (Ph.D., University of Chicago) from 1909 to 1913 and by 
George Coffman (Ph.D., University of Chicago) from 1913 to 1919.
Productions were directed by volunteers such as Daniel Sandman, 
the internationally famous actor who helped direct the f ir s t  play on 
campus in 1899 and continued to assist until 1905; Mrs. George F. 
Reynolds; Alice M ille r, Professor of Elocution; and Mary Stewart,
Dean of Women. Professor Howard Mumford Jones (M.A., University of 
Chicago) was the f ir s t  faculty member who both taught drama and 
directed a, production program.
Not until 1945 was there more than one faculty member, excluding 
summer sessions. In 1959 the faculty grew to three. By 1969 i t  had 
reached six and in 1972, with the addition of the dance division, the 
faculty reached nine. Its  present size of ten was established in 1980.
Below is a complete l is t  of faculty who have followed Professor 
Jones as teachers and practitioners of drama at Missoula.
Year Name
1918-1919 Howard M. Jones
1919-1920 H. G. Merriam
1920-1922 Alexander Dean
1922 Maurice Browne1
Ellen Van Volkenburg 
(Mrs. Browne)'
Degree University or College
M.A. University of Chicago
M.A. Oxford University
B.A. Dartmouth
No col 1 ege 
B.A. University of Michigan
120
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Year Name Deqree University or College
1922-1924 Roger Williams M.A. Harvard
1923 John Mason Brown* B.A. Harvard
1924-1925, ' , George Cronyn M.A. Columbia
1925 Hortense Moorel B.A. University of North Dakota
1925-1927 Carl Glick B.A. Northwestern
1926 Eugene Finch* B.A. Columbia
1927 Deanl « .■ > — — —
Aleyn Burtis* B.S. Northwestern
1927-1932 William Angus^ M.A. Northwestern
1928 Dean* *  * — —  —
Burtis* mmmm «■ »
1929, 1931 ' J. M. Brown! —  — "  —  —
1932-1936 . Barnard Hewitt^ 
Bert Hanson*
M.A. Cornell
1934 M.A. University of Washington
1936-1938 ' ■ Donal Harrington* M.A. Columbia
1938-1941 Larrae "Pop" HaydonS M.A. University of Washington
1941-1942 • Ad Karns B.A. Antioch College
1942-1943 ' HaydonG — — —
1943-1944 . Haydon — — —
Ray West' M.A. University of Utah
1944 Evelyn Clinton! B.A. University of Montana
1944-1945 •' G. Edward Hearn M.A. State University of Iowa
1945-1946, Alex Segal® M.F.A. Carnegie Institute of 
Technology
1 1 Ronald-Bel S tiffle r^ — — No college
Virginia Brown B.S. Skidmore College
1946 Hewi t t ! —  - — ——
1946-1947 S tif f le r M IM — ——
Murrell Pannett B.A. University of Washington
1947 Clinton! M.A. Smith College
Clemen Peck! M.A. State University of Iowa
1947-1948 LeRoy Hinze M.A. Cornell
Lewis Stoerker M.F.A. Yale
1948-1951 . Hinze!0 «— — — —  —
Abe Wollock!! M.A. Cornell
1949 Peck! —  — — —  —
1950 Hal Todd! M.A. Stanford
1951-1952 Hinze —  — — —  —
David Weiss M.A. University of Wisconsin
1952-1953 Weiss!2 — —  —
Stanley Hamilton Ph.D. State University of Utah
1953-1955 Hinze —  — —
Wollock —  —
1955-1956 Hinze —  — — — —
Peck — — — — —
1956-1957 Hinze 
Peck!3
— — — — —
—  - — —  —
Firman H. Brown, Jr. M.A. University of Montana
1957-1958 F. Brown!* —  — — —  —
Charles Schmitt!* M.A. University of Wisconsin
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Year
1958-1959
1959-1963 % F. Brown
1963-1964
1964
1964-1965
1965-1966
' 1964-1966
/ 1966-1967
1967
1967-1968
1968-1969
1969-1970
Name
F. Brown!5 
Joseph Zender!5 
,16
Douglas Bankspg!6 
Richard James*®»
F. Brown 
Bankson
James ,  ̂ ^
Daniel W itt!8. 19 
Leo Kerz!
F. Brown 
Bankson 
James 
" Larry Barsness 
F. Brown 
, James 
S. Joseph Nasslf^® 
Gayle Cornel Ison 
Thomas Gruenewald! 
F. Brown 
James
Maurice Brelow 
Beverly Jane Thomas
Witt!
Thomas!
James!
F. BrownZ!
JamesZ!
Thomas 
Alan Cook2!
Roger DeBourgZl 
F. BrgwnZZ 
JamesZZ 
Cook22 
DeBourgZZ 
Abigail Arnt 
James23 
.Cook 
DeBourg 
Arnt
B ill Raoul 
Michael Ferrai 1
Ronald Kieft^^
Degree
M.A.
Ph.D.
Ph.D.
M.A.
M.F.A.
M.A.
M.F.A.
M.A.
M.F.A.
M.F.A.
M.A.
M.A.
M.A.
B.D.A.
M.A.
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University or College
State University of Iowa 
University of Wisconsin 
(1963)
University of Washington 
Northwestern
Ph.D. University of Denver
M.S. University of Oregon
Yale
University of Kansas 
Columbia
Tufts
Carnegie Institute of 
Technology
University of Utah 
University of Montana
University of Washington
University of Washington 
Goodman Theatre Art 
Institute  
Central Michigan 
University
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Year Name Degree
1970-1972 James25, 26 
;  Cbok25 
i' Raoul 
Rolland 
Meinholtz25» 26 M.A.
' Stephanie Schoelzel26 M.A.
Robert Ingham26 M.F.A.
1972-1973 James27 
V Cook
Meinholtz27  
Schoelzel 
■ Ingham 
Peter Maslan27 M.A.
' ' "John Goodlin M.A.
Dana Bunnell2 / M.A.
. ■ Gay Blize B.A.
1973-1974 James28 
Cook
Meinholtz2o
Schoelzel28
Bunnell28
Glenn Gauer M.F.A.
Frank Jacobson28 M.F.A.
.X Nancy Brooks B.A.
1974 James Prescott* M.A.
1974-1975 James 
Cook
Me1nhoTtz29 
. Schoelzel 
Gauer 
Jacobson
Brooks M.F.A.
Juliette Crump M.A.
Naidia Mosher M.A.
1975 Prescott^
1975-1976 James30 
Meinholtz^O 
Schoelzel 
Brooks 
Crump 
Mosher̂ O
Adel MigidSO M.F.A.
Peter O'Rourke^O M.A.
Robert Greene M.F.A.
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University or College
University of Washington 
Wayne State University 
Yale
San Francisco State 
College 
University o f Tennessee 
University of Montana 
University of Montana
Carnegie-Mellon University 
Boston University 
Temple University 
University of Denver
University of Utah 
George Washington 
University 
San Francisco University
Ohio University 
California State 
University-Fresno 
University of California 
at Los Angeles
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1976-1977
1977-1978
1978-1979
1979-1980
1980-1981
Name Degree
Meinholtz^l —  —
Mosher —  —
Migid - -
James D. KrileyJ* Ph.D.
David Dannenbaum l̂ M.F.A.
Deborah Capen M.F.A.
David Cohen l̂ M.F.A.
Crump —
Brooks
Kriley32 — —
James
Meinholtz32 —  —
Raoul 32
Cook - -
Dannenbaum —  —
Crump —
Brooks
Randy Bolton32 —  V
Kriley33 —
James »
Meinholtz33 —  —
Raoul 33
Cook mm mm
Bolton33
Brooks —  —
Crump _ «m#*
Richard Donnelly33 M.F.A.
Kriley34 — —
James M  mm
Me1nholtz34 mm mm
Raoul 34 mm —
Bolton34 — -
Crump
Brooks —  —
Donnelly —  —
Robert Wilcox M.S.
Kriley35 — -
James «— —
MeinhQltz35
Raoul 35
Bolton35 wmmm
Crump mmmm
Brooks —  —
Wilcox -
Mark Magruder36 B.F.A.
Ella Magruder35, 36 M.A.
Lucy Lee Reuther M.F.A.
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University or College
University of Utah 
Florida State University 
Pennsylvania State 
University 
Brandeis University
 Goodman School of Drama
University of Wisconsin
University of Illin o is  
University of Illin o is  
California Institute of 
the Arts
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Year
1981-1982
Name
Kr11ey37
James
Meinholtz^/
Raoul 37
Bolton37
Crump
Brooks
M. Magruder
E. Magruder37
William Kershner
' Deborah Lotsof37
Degree University or College
Ph.D. Florida State University
Ph.D. University of California 
at Los Angeles 
M.F.A. University of Il lin o is
y
1. Summer session only.
2. includes summer sessions of 1929, 1931, 1932.
3. Includes summer sessions of 1933, 1935, 1936.
4. Includes summer sessions of 1937, 1938.
5. Includes summer session of 1939.
6. Includes summer session of 1943.
7. Spring quarter only.
8. Only the month of September 1945.
9. Mr. S t if f le r  never graduated from college, but had an
extensive theatre background.
10. Includes summer sessions of 1948, 1950, 1951, 1952, 1955.
11. Includes summer sessions of 1948, 1949, 1951, 1952, 1954,
1955.
12. Includes summer session of 1953.
13. Includes summer session of 1957.
14. Includes summer session of 1958.
15. Includes summer session of 1959.
16. Includes summer sessions of 1960 to 1965.
17. Position s p lit between drama and speech for 1959-1960 only.
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18. Position sp lit between drama and speech.
19. Includes summer esession of 1963.
20. Includes summer session of 1965.
21. Includes summer session of 1968.
22. includes summer session of 1969.
23 ., Includes summer session of 1970.
24. Summer session only for 1970.
25. Includes summer session of 1971.
26 ./.Includes summer session of 1972.
27. Includes summer session of 1973.
28. Includes summer session of 1974.
29. Includes summer session of 1975.
y 30. Includes summer session of 1976.
31. ' Includes summer session of 1977.
32. Includes summer session of 1978.
33. Includes summer session of 1979.
34. Includes summer session of 1980.
35. Includes summer session of 1981.
36. This is a half-time position.
37. Includes summer session of 1982.
4
/
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APPENDIX B
MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE BUDGET SUMMARY:
, ;• SOURCES OF INCOME AND FINAL BALANCE
Account Final
Year • Income Source Number Expenditures
1967-1968,1 Montana Arts Council 858-1 $13,503.00
V Production Account-Conquer 905-2% 2,147.50
Production Account-Disciple 905-4 1,814.93
Production Account-Caesar 905-7 1,675.26
• MRT Tour 905-8 5.655.58
Final Balance Not Available
/
4
Final Balance -$ 935.42
Final Balance $ 0.00
Final Balance $ 0.00
127
$24,796.27
/  Summer 1968 Masquer Summer Theatre 957-5 $10,919.63
/ 1968-1969 Montana Arts Council 847?9 $15,355.00
Production Account-Salesman 905-5 760.13
Production Account-Earnest 905-6 2,327.15
MRT Tour 847-8 9,395.00
$27,837.28
1969-1970 Montana Arts Council 847-9 $ 9,000.00
National Endowment for the Arts 847-7 18,233.20
Grant - $10,000.00 
Match - 8,233.20
Production Account-Menagerie 905-5 1,546.80
Production Account-War 905-6 1,773.00
MRT Tour 847-8 6,500.00
$37,053.00
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Account Final
Year Income Source Number Expenditures
1970-1971 . Montana Arts Council 849-5 $20,873.35
Grant -  $11,500.00 
Match- 9,373.35 
Federation of Rocky Mountain 
States 849-6 4,500.00
Federation of Rocky Mountain 
States 849-7 2,002.00
Production Account-Comedy/Ear 905-6 3,766.55
Production Account-Sisters 905-7 4.252.88
;
*
/
Final Balance -$ 2.00
Final Balance +$ 112.57
Final Balance +$ 254.07
Final Balance +$3,105.04
$35,394.78
1971-1972;... Montana Arts Council 849-5 $18,259.00
Grant -  $ 9,500.00 
Match -  8,759.00
' Federation of Rocky Mountain
States 849-3 4,000.00
Federation of Rocky Mountain 
States 849-4 2,001.20
Production Account-Hamlet 905-5 4,241.20
. Production Account-Brown 905-6 3,291.30
Montana Repertory Theatre 960-33 500.00
$32,292.70
1972-1973 Production Account-Marigolds 905-5 $ 1,877.71
Production Account-Twelfth Night 905-6 2,466.76
Montana Repertory Theatre 960-3 413.77
$ 4,758.24
1973-1974 Montana Arts Council 854-4 $ 9,150.00
Montana Arts Council-Match 854-5 13,823.52
Production Account-King's Men 905-2 1,201.25
Production Account-Matchmaker 905-6 1,965.25
Production Account-Dames 905-8 983.55
Montana Repertory Theatre 960-3 1,705.00
$28,828.57
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Account Final
Year Income Source Number Expenditures
1974-1975 - Montana Arts Council 854-6 $11,200.00
Montana Arts Council-Match 854-7 12,471.90
Production Account-Midsummer 905-5 2,900.39
Montana Repertory Theatre 960-3 769.80
' MRT Tour 854-5 5.009.76
1975-1976
Final Balance +$ 171.81 
Montana Arts Council 753-1
$32,351.85
$10,500.00
Montana Arts Council-Match 753-2 7,482.98
Bicentennial Grant 753-8 3,875.00
Bicentennial Grant-Match 753-9 3,875.00
Production Account-Valley Forge 905,5 2,317.49
Montana Repertory Theatre 960^3 1,820.24
1976-1977
Final Balance +$ 55.38 
Montana Arts Council 753-3
$29,870.71 
$ 3,524.29
1977-1978
Final Balance -$ 24.29 
Montana Arts Council/Theatre 753-9 $16,500.62
National Endowment for the Arts/ 
Artists-in-SchOols 795-6 10,000.01
Sales and Service 702-9 50,711.18
University of Montana 246-6 14,759.54
UM Foundation 12012 3.645.07
1978-1979
Final Balance -$29,706.91 
Montana Arts Council/Theatre 3712
$95,616.42
$20,677.45
Montana Arts Counci 1/Artists- 
in-the-Schools 3713 6,263.60
National Endowment for the Arts/ 
Arti sts-i n-Schools 2375 10,000.00
Idaho Arts Commission 1597 13,241.05
Comprehensive Employment 
Training Act (PSE) 3711 41,955.13
Sales and Service 1582 40,450.30
School of Fine Arts --- 1,300.00
Department of Drama/Dance 1058 8,300.63
University of Montana 1154 15,217.55
UM Foundation 12012 10,572.68
Final Balance -$11,003.70
$167,978.39
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Account Final
Year Income Source Number Expenditures
1979-1980 Montana Arts Council/Theatre 
Montana Arts Counci 1/A rtis ts -
3389 $20,006.04
Wl in-the-Schools 
National Endowment for the Arts/
3388 2,500.00
■ Theatre
National Endowment for the Arts/
2953 2,500.03
Arti sts-in-Schools 
Comprehensive Employment
2944 10,002.21
' Training Act (PSE) 
Comprehensive Employment
3659 40,422.58
Training Act (PSE) 
Comprehensi ve Employment
3711 19,782.64
Training Act (PSE) 3714 9,743.53
Sales and Service 1582 155,305.71
Department of Drama 1058 8,175.72
School of Fine Arts - - 2.200.00
University of Montana 1154 15,047.03
UM Foundation 12012 11,511.64
,• Final Balance -$64,479.12
$297,197.13
1980-1981. Montana Arts Council/Theatre 
Montana Arts Counci 1/A rtis ts -
3704 19,999.96
in-the-Schools 
National Endowment for the Arts/
3708 3,000.00
Theatre 
Comprehensi ve Employment
3455 5,000.00
Training Act (PSE) 
Comprehensive Employment
3817 11,468.83
Training Act (PSE) 3818 10,199.56
Sales and Service 1582 106,583.78
Department of Drama/Dance 1058 737.00
School of Fine Arts - - 137.00
University of Montana 1154 14,992.37
UM Foundation 
UM Foundation/Champion
12012 25,797.40
Challenge Grant/Match 12052 5,443.66
$203,359.56
Final Balance -$ 4,158.05
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1. There are two references to sums granted to MRT but I 
can find no-university records of the accounts. One is a request 
from Dr. $rqwn to MAC for a grant for MRT. In the proposal he lis ts  
a $15,000 grant from the University of Montana. The other is a 
report dated November 27, 1967, from Montana Masquer Business 
Manager M. .V. Mel os i showing an appropriation of $3,000 to MRT 
from ASUM.
2. Production accounts: Income for these accounts was from two
sources. The f ir s t  was ticket sales in Missoula. The second was from
the Associated Students of the University of Montana (ASUM) appropria­
tion to the Montana Masquers. In some years, but not every year, some 
of the appropriation was given to MRT on the department's, not ASUM's, 
decision. .
3. This account was f ir s t  established with a $500 g ift  from
; Montana Power. In la ter years other g ifts  and donations were added
/ to the accoùht.
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MISSOULA HOUSE COUNTS AND BOX OFFICE INFORMATION FOR MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE-1968-1982
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Season Production
Total
Attendance
Total
Performances
‘ Average Per 
Performance
Box Office 
Income]
1968 She Stoops to Conquer 1.727 6 287.8 $1,116.50
The Devil's Disciple 1,793 6 298.8 1,294.00
Julius Caesar 1,324 4 331.0 817.50
4,844 16 302.8 $3,228.00
1968 The Odd Couple 1,268 15 84.5 $1,930.25
Summer Luv 920 14 65.7 1,352.00
The Unsinkable Molly Brown 1,862 12 155.2 2,999.25
A Delicate Balance 701 10 70.1 946.50
Lysistrata 808 7 115.4 1,177.50
6,559 58 113.1 $8,405.50
1969 Death of a Salesman 1,034 5 206.8 $1,222.75
The Importance of Being Earnest 1,442 6 237.0 1,618.25
2,456 11 223.3 $2,841.00
1970 The Glass Menagerie 1,509 6 251.5 $1,546.80
Oh What a Lovely War 1,706 5 341.2 1.807.50
3.215 11 292.3 $2,354.30
1971 Three Sisters 990 6 165.0 $ 927.00
Black Comedy/Private Ear 940 _6 156.7 773.25
1,930 12 160.8 $1,700.25
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Season Production
*
Total
Attendance
Total
Performances
Average Per 
Performance
Box Office 
Income!
1972 Hamlet 1,202 5 240.4 $1,057.25
You're a Good Man Charlie Brown 1,370 5- 274.0 1,423.15
- 2,572 : 10: ■ 257.2 ' 12,480.40 -
1973 Twelfth Night 1,173 4 293.3 $1,673.25
The Effects of Gamma Rays on
Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds 683 4 170.8 958.00
1,856 8 232.0 $2,631.25
1974 All the King's Men 1,054 6 175.7 $1,162.00
The Matchmaker 1,515 6 252.5 1,948.00
Dames at Sea 607 2 303.5 519.25
3.176 14 226.9 $3,629.25
1975 A Midsummer Night's Dream 1,632 5 326.4 $2,212.00
1976 Valley Forge 401 5 80.2 $ 588.75
1978 A Moon for the Misbegotten 670 4 167.5 $2,008.50
The Good Doctor 767 4 191.8 2,800.00
1,437 8 179.6 $4,808.50
1979 Plaza Suite 1,503 4 375.8 $4,009.60
Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? 1,136 _4 284.0 2,401.90
2,639 8 329.9 $6,411.50
1980 Count Dracula 1,408 4 352.0 $3,928.50
A Servant of Two Masters 932 4 233.0 2,261.00
2,340 8 292.5 $6,189.50 CO
CO
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Season Production
1981 The Lion in Winter 
Arms and the Man
1982 Chapter Two 
Private Lives
Total
Attendance
1,208
1.032
2,240
945
1.113
2.058
Total
Performances
4 
- 1-  
' 8 ' ■
4
_4
8
Average Per 
Performance
302.0
258.0
Z8Ô.0 -
236.3 ,
278.3
257.3
Box Office 
Income*
$2.464.00
3.514.00
976.00 .
$2.559.00
3.152.25
$5,711.25
3
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1968 $201.75 . 1974 $259.23
Summer 1975 442.40
1968 144.92
1976 117.75
1969 258.72
1978 600.69
1970 214.03
1979 801.44
1971 141.69
1980 773.69
1972 248.04
1981 747.25
1973 328.90
1982 713.91
y
APPENDIX D
DRAMA MAJORS BY QUARTER AT THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
1955-1982
Quarter
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.' Year Summer Autumn Winter Spring
,1.955-1956 13 11 7
1956-1957 —— 8 9 9
1957-1958 — — 11 11 11
1958-1959 — — 7 8 10
1959-1960 —— 10 13 11
1960-1961 —— 19 17 24
,1961-1962 — 16 20 25
'1952-1963 8 27 24 23
1963-1964 13 26 26 24
1964-1965 18 31 34 35
1965-1966 11 33 32 26
1966-1967 14 26 23 21
1967-1968 11 44 38 35
T968-1969 10 52 65 58
1969-1970 19 64 56 49
1970-1971 12 78 75 63
1971-1972 17 60 55 64
1972-1973 17 . 69 75 75
1973-1974 10 83 77 74
1974-1975 20 84 88 81
1975-1976 21 102 111 96
1976-1977 21 78 70 78
1977-1978 37 no 105 110
1978-1979 42 109 110 116
1979-1980 26 142 147 134
1980-1981 32 124 116 111
1981-1982 41 120 112 110
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■ APPENDIX E
DIRECTORS OF ALL MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS 
- . 1968-1982
Year Director A ffilia tio n Production
1968 Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty She Stoops to Conquer
Alan Cook Faculty The Devil's Disciple
Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty Julius Caesar
Alan Cook Faculty The Odd Couple
A1an Cook Faculty A Delicate Balance
Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty The Unsinkable Molly Brown
Roger DeBourg Faculty Luv
Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty Lysistrata
1969 Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty Death of a Salesman
Firman H. Brown, Jr. Faculty The Importance of Being
7 Earnest
, 1970 
/
Alan Cook 
Michael Ferrai1
Faculty
Visiting
Oh What a Lovely War
Faculty The Glass Menagerie
 ̂ 1971 Alan Cook Faculty The Private Ear
A1 an Cook Faculty Black Comedy
Robert Ingham Faculty The Three Sisters
1972 Robert Ingham Faculty Hamlet
Rolland Meinholtz Faculty You're a Good Man 
Charlie Brown
1973 Alan Cook Faculty Twelfth Night
Rolland Meinholtz Faculty The Effect of Gamma Rays on
• Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds
1974 Rolland Meinholtz Faculty All the King's Men
Alan Cook 
Randall K. Pugh
Paul Shapiro
Faculty
Graduate
Student
Graduate
Student
The Matchmaker 
Dames at Sea 
The Selfish Giant
Frank Jacobson Faculty Great Scenes from 
Shakespeare
1975 Alan Cook Faculty 
136
A Midsummer Night's Dream
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‘f
Year Director A ffilia tio n Production
1976 Rolland Meinholtz Faculty Valley Forge
1978 DaVid Dannenbaum Faculty A Moon for the Misbegotten
ThbRas Gruenewald Guest The Good Doctor
1979 Elizabeth Ives Guest Plaza Suite
Jeffrey Steitzer Guest Who's Afraid of 
Virginia Woolf?
.Carolyn Bezenek Staff PI ay On
Randy Sol ton Faculty Wonders of the World
1980 Elizabeth Ives Guest Count Dracula
James D. Kriley Faculty A Servant of Two Masters
Randy Bolton Faculty With Love, from William 
Shakespeare
1981 Jeffrey Steitzer Guest Arms and the Man
James D. Kriley Faculty The Lion in Winter
Randy Bolton Faculty What Fool si
1982 Randy Bolton Faculty Chapter Two
Lari'-y Barsness Guest Private Lives
James D. Kriley Faculty The Lesson
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APPENDIX F
DESIGNERS OF ALL MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE PRODUCTIONS
1968-1982
'i
Year Designer
1968 Richard H. James
1969 Richard H. James
1970 B ill Raoul
1971 Bill"Raoul
1972 Bill,Raoul
1973 Peter Maslan
1974 Glenn Gauer
Tom Valach
1975 Glenn Gauer
1976 Larry Kadlec
1978 B ill Raoul
1979 B ill Raoul
1980 B ill Raoul 
Patricia Henry
1981 B ill Raoul
1982 B ill Raoul 
B ill Forrester 
Christopher Frandsen
Sets
A ffilia tio n
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Student (Srj
Faculty
Guest
Faculty
Faculty
Faculty
Graduate
Student
Faculty
Faculty
Guest
Guest
Production
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All the King's Men 
The Matchmaker 
Dames at Sea
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
Count Dracula 
A Servant of Two Masters 
With Love, from William 
Shakespeare
All productions
Chapter Two 
Private Lives 
The Lesson
138
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;
Year Designer
•Teddy Ulmer 
Corliss Nickerson
Costumes
A ffilia tio n
1968 Beiverly Jane Thomas Faculty
Student (Sr) 
Student (Sr)
1969 Abigail Arnt Faculty
1970 Abigail Arnt Faculty
1971 Stephanie Schoelzel Faculty
1972 Stéphanie Schoelzel Faculty
1973 Stephanie Schoelzel Faculty
1974 Stephanie Schoelzel Faculty
Peg Hayes Graduate
Student
1975 Stephanie Schoelzel Faculty
1976 Stephanie Schoelzel Faculty
1978 Michele Bechtold Graduate
Student
1979 Richard Donnelly Faculty
1980 Richard Donnelly Faculty
1981 Lucy Lee Reuther Faculty
Susan J Mai Graduate
Student
1982 Deborah Lotsof 
Susan J.Mai
Faculty
Graduate
Nancy Zaremski
Student 
Student (Sr)
Production
She Stoops to Conquer 
The Devil's Disciple 
Julius Caesar 
The Odd Couple 
Lysistrata
The Unsinkable Molly Brown 
Luv
A Delicate Balance
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All the King's Men 
The Matchmaker
Dames at Sea
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
All productions
Arms and the Man 
What Fool si
The Lion in Winter
Private Lives
Chapter Two 
The Lesson
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y
• Lights
Year Designer A ffilia tio n Production
1968 Richard H. James Faculty All productions
1969 Richard H. James Faculty All productions
1970 Richard H. James Faculty All productions
1971 Glenn Gauer Graduate
Student All productions
1972 B ill Raoul Faculty All productions
1973 Tim;Paul Graduate
Student All productions
1974 Tim Paul 
Neil Hirsig
Graduate
Student
Graduate
Student
All the King's Men
The Matchmaker 
Dames at Sea
1975 Neil Hirsig Graduate
Student All productions
1976 Larry Kadlec Guest All productions
1978 Dianne Edward S taff All productions
1979 Richard H. James Faculty Plaza Suite 
Who's Afraid of
1980 Richard H. James Faculty
1981 Richard H. James Faculty
1982 Richard H. James Faculty
Virginia Woolf?
Count Dracula 
A Servant of Two Masters
Arms and the Man 
The Lion in Winter
Chapter Two 
Private Lives
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APPENDIX G
ACTORS AND STAGE MANAGERS WITH MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE
1978-1982
Actors
Year Name A ffilia tio n
1978
T'979
1980
1981
1982
John Gilbert Equi ty
Kenneth Kurtenbach Equity
Susan Ludlow Equi ty
John Milligan Equity
Dale Raoul Equity
Patrick Beatey Equity
Steven Peter Callaway Equity
Diane Martel la Equity
Karen Moen Equity
Brian Mulholland Equity
Dale Raoul Equity
Donald Carter Equity
W. Stephen Coleman Equity
Georgia Harrell Equity
Bryan Hul1 Equity
John Kaufman' Equity
Jean Marie Kinney Equity
Jeffrey L. Prather Equity
Gordon J. Weiss Equity
Joseph S. Arnold UM Student (Sr)
Robert M. Hall UM Student (Sr)
Kathie Harris UM Student (Sr)
Victoria Carver Equity
John Gilbert Equity
Ralph Meyering, Jr. Equity
David Pichette Equity
Lyn Tyrrell Equity
Darryl1 K. Broadbrooks UM Student (Sr)
Sheila Cooney UM Student (Or)
J. P. Moholt UM Student Sr)
Sherry Tuckett? UM Student (Grai
Elizabeth Douglas Equity
David Pichette Equity
William Pitts Equity
Sherry Tuckett UM Student (Grai
Laurie Weeden UM Student (Sr)
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Year . Name A ffilia tio n
1978 Ron Durbi an 
Susan Ludlow (ASM)
Equity 
Equi ty
1979 Dean Erickson 
Diane Martel la (ASM)
Equity 
Equi ty
19Ü0 , G. Roger Abell 
Virginia Jones (ASM)
Equity 
UM Student (Sr)
1981 Ron Duda
Darryl1 Broadbrooks (ASM) 
Sheila Cooney (ASM)
Equity 
UM Student 
UM Student
(Sr)
(Jr)
1982 Karen Terry 
Kalen Brown (ASM)
Equity 
UM Student (Jr)
1. Kaufman replaced Weiss for the final four 
weeks of tour when Weiss le f t  the company to accept 
a movie contract.
2. Tuckett replaced Tyrrell for the final 
three weeks of the tour after Tyrrell had open 
heart surgery.
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APPENDIX H
TOUR CREWS WITH MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE 
1978-1982
Year Name
1978 Lydia Goble 
Ernie McLeod 
Drew Dixon 
Loren Comey
1979 Alun Vick 
Rick.George 
DaVi-d" Adkisson 
Carolyn Keim 
Katherine T. Smith
1980 Christopher Frandsen 
Rick George
David Adkisson 
Donn.'Greenwood 
Carolyn Keim 
Nancy Zaremski'
1981 Loren Corney 
Rick George 
Judy Wright
Nancy Zaremski 
Eric Barsness 
Michael Monsoŝ
1982 Steve Wing 
Ri ck George 
Teresa Zaremski 
Greg Bakke 
Michael Monsos
A ffilia tio n
Jobbed in 
Jobbed in 
Jobbed in 
Jobbed in
CETA Trainee 
CETA Trainee 
CETA Trainee 
CETA Trainee 
UM Student (Jr)
UM Student (Grad) 
CETA Trainee 
CETA Trainee 
UM Student (Jr) 
CETA Trainee 
UM Student (Soph)
UM Student (Jr) 
Staff
UM Student (Jr)
UM Student (Jr)
UM Student (Soph) 
UM Student (Soph)
Staff 
Jobbed in 
UM Student 
UM Student 
UM Student
(Jr)
(Jr)
(Jr)
Responsi bi 1i ty
Technical director 
Electrician 
Wardrobe master 
Properties master/ 
sound operator
Technical director 
Electrician 
Sound operator 
Wardrobe mistress 
Properties mistress
Technical director 
Eelectrician 
Sound operator 
Assistant electrician  
Wardrobe mistress 
Wardrobe mistress
Technical director 
Electrician 
Sound operator/ 
assistant electrician  
Wardrobe mistress 
Carpenter 
Carpenter
Technical director 
Electrician 
Sound operator 
Wardrobe master 
Carpenter
1. Zaremski replaced Keim for the final eight weeks of tour a fter  
Keim chose not to tour.
2. Monsos replaced Zaremski for ten days while Zaremski recovered 
from an injury.
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APPENDIX I
SOURCE OF FUNDS FOR MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE AND PERCENTAGE OF THE TOTAL
1977-T982 INCLUSIVE - > ’ "  ' ^
Public Grants3
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Source
Total Dollar Amount 
Percentage of Total
Source
Total Dollar Amount 
Percentage of Total
Federal
$122,583
16.2
State
$120,813
15.9
Other Public Money
University of Montana 
$ 97,512 
12.8
Coal Tax Foundation 
$ 10,800 
1.4
County (CETA) 
$130,178
17.2
ASUM 
$ 1,600 
0.2
Totals
$373,574
49.3
Totals
$109,912
14.4
&
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Source
Total Dollar Amount 
Percentage of Total
Source
Total Dollar Amount 
Percentage of Total
Box Office 
$ 33,400 
4.4
Corporations 
$ 26,250 
3.5
Earned Income
Tour Fees 
$173,593 
22.9
Fundraising
Other Sources1 
$ 41,309 
5.4
Concessions 
$ 754
0.1
Totals
$207,747
27.4
Totals 
$ 67,559 
8.9
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APPENDIX J
A COMPARISON OF INCOME AMOUNTS FOR MONTANA REPERTORY THEATRE 
. 1968-1976 and 1976-1982
;
1968- 1976 1976- 1982
■ Total Percentage Total Percentage
Monies of Total Monies of Total
Grants $106,086 39.3 $373,574 49.3
Other Public Money 39,0041 14.5 109,912 14.4
Earned Income 117,933 44.4 207,747 27.4
Fundrai si hg' 4,900 1.8 67.559 8.9
$269,923 $758,792
/ 1. Includes $15,000 from the University of Montana and $3,000
 ̂ from the Associated Students of the University of Montana in 1968.
146
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APPENDIX K
THEATRE-IN-THE-SCHOOLS
A Company of four would be assembled to develop a forty-five  
minute production to v is it  one-room schoolhouses in Montana and Idaho. 
Material for the performance would come from the students themselves. 
The rehearsal period would be three weeks and the company would tour 
fo r three weeks.
Budget
Income
Twelve performances at $400.00 each
Expenses
Two graduate assistants, contributed 
by the Department of Drama from 
present allotment
Two other students, stipends of 
$50,00 per week each
Per diem for four people, twenty 
days at $30.00 per day
Vehicle costs -  one van 
Three weeks rental 
Mileage r 2,200 miles (less 
500 miles free) at 25.5<t 
per mile
Production costs (sets, props, 
costumes)
Administrative costs 
Total Expenses
$4,800.00
$ 0.00 
600.00 
2,400.00
210.50
433.50
350.00
200.00
4,694.00
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APPENDIX L
8"O
DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA BUDGETS 
.-1968rT982
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This appendix shows appropriations from the University of Montana and the Associated 
Students of the University of Montana for non-personnel expenses, including drama and dance pro­
ductions, and supplies and equipment for the drama, dance and box offices, scene, costume and 
lig h t shops, sound studio, and workshop program.
Supplies and
University of Montana Allocation 
Travel and Repair and
Year Materials Special Fees Maintenance Communications Total Equipment
1968-1969 $ 3,700 $ 300 $300 $ 0 $ 4,300 $4,000
1969-1970 4,600 300 600 0 5,500 4,000
1970-1971 5.100 300 600 500 6,500 4,000
1971-1972 4,950 500 300 750 6,600 4,000
1972-1973 6,400 200 200 895 7,695 0
1973-1974 6,669 500 200 895 8,264 0
1974-1975 6,669 500 200 3,643 11,012 Ô
1975-1976 6,669 500 200 3,643 11,012 0
1976-1977 6,669 500 200 3,643 11,012 0
1977-1978 6,669 500 200 3,643 11,012 0
1978-1979 6,669 2,330 200 3,743 12,942 4,500 00
CD■O
O
Q.
C
g
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CD
Supplies and Travel and Repair and 
°  Year Materials Special Fees Maintenance Communications Total Equipment0
1 1979-1980 $11,669 $ 500 $200 $3,743 $16,112- $3,800
8 1980-1981 10,799 500 -200 . 3,7.43 .15,242 ; . 0
5  1981-1982 12,599 700 200 ' - 5,043 18,542 ’ ‘ 0
CD
ASUM Allocation
1968-1969 $ 7,134
S. 1969-1970 9,300
^ 1970-1971 10,000
1971-1972 10,500
0 1972-1973 11,000
1 1973-1974 12,500
i  1974-1975 18,000
I  1975-1976 13,850
I  1976-1977 11,730
g 1977-1978 12,975
1978-1979 13,300
I  1979-1980 7,219
^  1980-1981 9,080
I  1981-1982 8,300
C /j '
C/)
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SOURCES CONSULTED
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Published
Montana Kàimin. 12 April 1968; 2, 11 February 1971.
The Sentfjfiel, 1904-1970. Associated Students of the University of 
Montana. ' [UM Yearbook.]
University of Montana. University of Montana Bulletin, Nos. 414, 
426, 473.
Unpublished
/  Brown, Firman H., Jr. "A History of Theatre in Montana." Ph.D.
dissertation. University of Wisconsin, 1963.
4
j  Montana Arts Council, Missoula. Files.
/  University of Montana, Missoula. Department of Drama/Dance file s .
University..of Montana, Missoula. Montana Repertory Theatre f ile s . 
University of Montana Archives, Missoula. Personnel file s .
Interviews
Brown, Firman H., Jr. Department of Theatre, Ohio State University, 
Columbus. Interview, 13 May 1982.
James, Richard H. Department of Drama/Dance, University of Montana, 
Missoula. Interviews, 4, 6, 11, 13 May 1982.
Kiley, Robert. Department of Art, University of Montana, Missoula. 
Interview, 13 May 1982.
Kriley, James D. Department of Drama/Dance, University of Montana, 
Missoula. Interview, 19 May 1982.
Meinholtz, Rolland. Department of Drama/Dance, University o f Montana, 
Missoula. Interview, 20 May 1982.
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Nelson, David and Mussulman, Jo-Anne. Montana Arts Council, Missoula. 
Interview, 6 May 1982.
Ott, Kenneth. Interview, 23 May 1982.
Raoul, BMl., Department of Drama/Dance, University of Montana, 
Missoula. Interview, 13 May 1982.
Sederholm,-David. Department of Theatre, University of North Dakota, 
Grand Forks. Interview, 12 May 1982.
Miscellaneous
Montana Repertory Theatre. Programs, 1968-1976, 1978-1982.
University of Montana. Gross enrollment figures by quarter.
Registrar's Office file s . University of Montana, Missoula, 
1955-1982.
University of Montana. Monthly financial reports for the Department 
« of Drama/Dance, Montana Repertory Theatre, Montana Masquers,
/ 1967-1982.
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